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Personnel learn from mock earthquake drill

By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
It looked like a scene right
out of a 1960s Irwin Allen disaster movie.
About 200 medical, emer
gency management, rescue, firefighters, law enforcement, hazardous materials and other
emergency response personnel
gathered around maps, electronic bulletin boards, loads of
paperwork, radios and what-not
at Murray State University's
Cun-is Center Wednesday for a
mock-emergency exercise based
on a major New Madrid earthquake that had rocked western
Kentucky.
Jeff Steen, emergency management director for Calloway
County and an organizer of the
drill, said emergency operators
from
Calloway,
Graves,
McCracken and five other
Jackson Purchase counties were
organized into eight teams to
participate in the very realistic
scenario
titled
"Spring
Shakedown 2006."
The drill was based on a
computer model that predicted
the potential number of people
killed or injured, the number of
people left homeless or in need
of rescue, the number of buildings destroyed and other data.
The teams gathered for the

"What they have is a scenario of an earthquake of
about a 6.5 on the Richter
scale. Based on the computer model they know
what the damage is and
they are working together
on their tactical strategies
for rescue."
— Jeff Steen
Calloway County Emergency
Management Director
first-ever exercise in western
Kentucky under the direction of
the Kentucky Office of
Homeland Security as well as
Kentucky
Division
of
Emergency
Management,
Kentucky Department of Public
Health, KCTCS State Fire
Rescue Training personnel and
Purchase Area Development
District.
Each team was charged with
responding to reports of death
and disaster from their respective counties as well as dealing
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
with outside threats involving About 200 emergency planning and response personnel from Calloway and seven other Purchase area counties gathered at
multiple counties.
Murray State University's Curris Center Wednesday during a mock emergency drill simulating a New Madrid earthquake in
"What we have going on is western Kentucky titled "Spring Shakedown 2006."
an emergency operations center
functioning for each county all Center ballroom at teams of uni- up as an emergency operations 6.5 on the Richter scale. Based they are working together on
in the same room," Steen said, formed and civilian emergency center."What they have is a sce- on the computer model they
pointing around the Curris personnel centered at tables set nario of an earthquake of about a know what the damage is and
In See Page 2

Record levels are
expected for
state lottery sales

Grandijury
returns
mail theft
indictment

in overall sales; however sales
PADUCAH, Ky. — David L.
hit iFaitiiiic—PleCTIv ëiflhe
_Huber,.1)nitecl _States Attorney _
Powerball jackpot reaches hunfor the We-stern District of
dreds of millions of dollars.
Kentucky,
announced
"It'll happen on a WednesWednesday that a federal Grand
day or a Saturday night because
Jury in Paducah returned an
that's when they pay out," he
indictment Tuesday charging
said, noting that his sales could
William H. Meyer, 48, of 1510
go from about $1,000 a week
S. 29th St., Paducah, with two
to about $1,000 per day. "It
counts of theft related to authorBy TOM BERRY
almost gets to the point to
ized mail items.
Staff Writer
where I have to have two
Meyer was an employee of
The sale of Kentucky Lot- cashiers just to handle the busiBuchanan and Son Trucking of
tery tickets is expected to reach ness."
Murray and drove its mail delivrecord levels this year and
Massey said much of his
ery trucks. Buchanan and Son
probably will according to lottery ticket sales started a
contracts to deliver mail for the
retailers in Murray. But ticket downward trend last year and
United States Postal Service.
retailers in Hazel and other hasn't risen except when the
The indictment alleges that
sites along the Tennessee bor- Powerball hits the stratosphere.
on or about and between Dec.
der are reporting nothing but
"I'm not seeing a decrease,
2003 and Dec. 7, 2004, in
losses.
but I'm not seeing a big increase
McCracken County and elseThe Kentucky Lottery Corp. either. It's because of having
where in the Western District of
has predicted 2005-2006 sales to pay $3 a gallon for gas, I
Kentucky, Meyer stole and took
will reach $743.7 million by guess," he said. "But if they
from an authorized mail route, a
the end of the fiscal year June would convince everybody that
letter, card, package or mail.
30; well above the record of the money is going for eduIf convicted, the maximum
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
$725.3 million set in 2003- cation I think it would really
potential penalties are not more
BUMPER TO BUMPER: Shown enjoying the bumper cars at the Murray-Calloway
2004 and more than five per- help."
than 10 years imprisonment, a
County Fair Wednesday night are, from left, Evan Mason, Christopher Holt and April
cent more than the $705.9 milAndy Stillwell, an assistant
Byars.
lion spent last year, according manager at the BP station on
•See Page 2
to an Associated Press report. 641 North, says he has seen
The increase has been credit- the same pattern.
ed to a pair of huge Power"The higher the drawing gets,
ball jackpots of up to $365 the more we'll sell," Stillwell
million.
said. "When it rolls back to
WASHINGTON (AP) — phetainine in the United States combating drug addiction, King school students showed a 36
Hugh Massey. owner of around $IO million, or where
Metharnphetamine use is rare in as an epidemic spreading across said.
percent drop . in meth use
Massey Citgo on S. 15th Street,
most of the United States, not the country has been grossly
The White House Office of between 2001 and 2005.
said he has seen a slight increase
MI See Page 3
the raging epidemic described overstated," King said. The National Drug Control Policy
The report acknowledged
by politicians and the news Sentencing Project is a not-for- did not immediately comment that methamphetamine is more
media, says a study by an advo- profit group that supports alter- on the report.
widely used today than it was 10
3-DAY FORECAST
INDEX
cacy group.
natives to prison terms for conThe report cites statistics years ago. Data from the jail
Meth is a dangerous drug but victed drug users and other compiled by the government to populations of a handful of cities
Friday
Wadi/
ONE SECTION
%Mg
among the least commonly used, criminals.
make its case, including a 2004 on the West Coast also show
12 PAGES
\SThe Sentencing Project policy
Overheated rhetoric, Unsup- survey that estimated 583,000 what King called a "highly
Arts
a
40At
'
analyst Ryan King wrote in a ported assertions and factual people used meth in the past localized" problem.
•
12 Classifieds
report issued Wednesday. Rates errors about the use of the drug month, or 2/10ths of 1 Percent of
Among men arrested in
of use have been stable since — including frequent, misguid- the U.S. population. Four times .Phoenix, 38.3 percent tested
Mostly Sunny 40% dime
II Deminegy Mostly Clear
1999, and among teenagers ed comparisons between rneth as many people use cocaine reg- positive for mettiamphetamine.
5 Obitaaries
meth use has dropped, King and • crack cocaine — lead to ularly and 30 times as many use Figures for other cities are: Los
10
Sports
said.
poor decisions about how to marijuana, King said.
-The portrayal of metham- spend precious public dollars
A separate survey of high1$ Television
•See Page 2

But sales at
Tenn. border
outlets don't
reflect those
estimations

Study says meth use is rare in U.S.
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'Two Murray State staff
members earn awards
Two Murray State University
staff members, Dan Lavit and
Brian Van Horn, received
asyards at the annual meeting of
the Region VII Association for
Continuing Higher Education
(ACHE).
Lavit and Van Horn are both
employed in MSU's Center for
Continuing Education and
Academic Outreach I('EA0).
Lavit is director of distance
learning and non-credit programs. Van Horn is the assistant
dean of the CEAO.
Lavit received the Joseph P.
Goddard Scholarship. The
scholarship will allow him to
work on his Ph.D. in educational leadership and policy in a
global world at the University of
Reading in England.
Van Horn was the recipient of
the Wayne Whelan Research
Grant. This significant cash
award will assist him in defraying expenses associated with
conducting research to complete
his dissenation.
The .A.C1111 meeting was held
in Fort With. Texas The theme
ot the konterence vsas 'New
I :outliers.
Transitions,
I ranstormatitins and Traditions

own Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray-Calloway
County Park Board will meet
Monday at 6 p.m. in the
Chamber of Commerce conference room. Agenda items
include presentations from
Murray Mayor Tom Rushing
and Rick Lamkin, and reports
on batting cages, a soccer
indoor facilityt, disc golf, a cell
tower, day camp and Chestnut
Park vandalism.
•The Housing Authority of
Murray
of
Board
Commissioners will meet in
regular session on Tuesday at
noon at the Housing Authority
main office located at 716
Nash Drive
All interested
parties are ericuutaqed to
alond
II To report a Town Crier
call 75'3 1914

in Continuing Education."
The states included in Region
VII of ACHE are Alabama,
Arkansas, Florida, Georgia.
Louisiana,
Kentucky,
Mississippi, South Carolina.
Tennessee and Texas.
for
Association
The
Continuing Higher Education
evolved from the Association of
University Evening Colleges to
become an organization dedicated to serving the entire spectrum
of continuing higher education
in the United States and internationally.
The entire range of rapid
change in higher education —
the success of evening programs, the expansion of continuing education, the growth in
number of adult students, the
impact of technology, and the
needs of training and retraining
to sustain economic development — all provide added
importance to ACHE and its
commitment to serve the professional development and growth
of its members.
Today, in addition to evening
programs, ACHE services influence all types of continuing
higher education activities.

NsuitucicylnBrlel
Teacher suspended over adult movie
to ask a judge to review case

School board keeps traditional
historic designations

PADUCAH. Ky.(AP) — A western Kentucky teacher who was
suspended for once appearing in an adult niovie wants a judge to
grant her a hearing before a state education tribunal.
Tericka Dye admitted she appeared in the movie II years ago, but
has said she has since turned her life.around.
A state hearing officer has refused Dye's request for a hearing to
challenge her paid suspension. The officer, Scott Majors, appointed
by the Kentucky Board of Education, tentatively canceled the hearing on Tuesday, but he has until June 20 to make the decision official.
Dye's attorney, Mark Blankenship, said the teacher wants to
return to her job at Reidland High School.
"Were going to seek judicial review and see if we can get a
McCracken County circuit judge to order the hearing." Blankenship
said.
Blankenship said he believes it is illegal to suspend a teacher for
an extended period of time with pay.
Dye was suspended with pay in April after the film surfaced.
-Tericka still wants her job back," Blankenship said.

1 tie state school board, with slit new
1 R.A.'s isl'oR f, Ky (API
members, on Wednesday changed its answer on a history question
that had turned into an emotional religious debate.
The reconfigured board, with six new appointments by Gov.
Ernie Fletcher, reversed a decision two months earlier that would
have taught students about a new way to describe historic dates traditionally identified as B.C. or A.D.
Those designations carry religious overtones because they stand
for Before Christ, and Anno Domini — Latin for "in the year of the
Lord."
The board's April 11 decision to adopt curriculum changes that
included teaching the designations of B.C.E. for Before Common
Era and C.E. or Common Era, had drawn criticism from some
activist ministers and religious groups. Some conservative
Christians complained the change was an attempt to sterilize a reference to Christ.
"It's part of a larger effort to expunge religious references in tau
culture," said Martin Cothran, a policy analyst at The Family
Foundation, a conservative group based in Lexington.

•Drill ...

Correction
Due to incorrect information
provided to the Murray Ledger
& limes, a photo of corvette
car
club
vehicles
in
Wednesday's newspaper mistakenly identified them as part
of the Western Kentucky
Corvette Club. The vehicles,
and their drivers, are part of the
Purchase Area Corvette Club of
Kent ti ky
more . popularly
knov, ii as the Glass Pack
Corvette Club. according to
cI ub member Judy Williams.
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From Front
their tactical strategies for rescue.
"We've got multiple agencies
here working together solving
the problems."
Each group was also charged
with determining strategy on
feeding and sheltering those left
homeless by the earthquake.
Meanwhile, another group of
planners fed the teams real-time
updates concerning reports of
more disasters or incoming
resources.
The blueprint for the exercise
is a computer program created
by a team of experts including
Dr. Neil Weber of MSU. The
program was designed to predict
how much devastation a 6.5
earthquake along the New
Madrid Fault would cause in
western Kentucky.
"So if we ever do suffer an
earthquake, even before we call
the outside world about what has
happened. they will have an idea
of what we are up against,"
Steen said.
Steen said he called in as
many Calloway County entergency planners and responders

Happy lather's Day from
the Carvers!
Treat Your Father This
Father's Day:

as he could because he wanted
everyone to be exposed the
training. "During an actual disaster we might not have quite
this many people because half of
them may be home sleeping or
getting ready to come back, but
the reason our emergency operations table is so large is because
we want everyone to have exposure to the training today," he
said.
Meanwhile, across town at
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital, a team of actors working for the University of
Louisville's
Standardized
Patient Program took part in an
associated exercise simulating
the results of a toxic materials
leak at Vanderbilt Chemical and
Mineral Corp. caused by the
mock earthquake.
The actors were scheduled to
be transported to the hospital in
an ambulance; however a sudden rush of real emergencies at
the time of the drill forced
changes in the plan and the
actors were taken for decontamination at the hospital by van. At
the hospital, the team were run
through a decontamination unit
set up for the treatment Or 1110ek
injuries under the direction of
MCCH EMS Director Jerry
Correll.
Correll said the hospital was
not able to do what was planned.
but found the exercise beneficial
for planning.

=017.r.6:6
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"We didn't do as much as we
intended to because basically we
just got too busy with the real
world that we couldn't do what
we had planned," Gorrell said
this morning. "But what we
were looking at was just testing
and drillling and learning about
the decontamination aspect of
our plan."
Carol Spangler. one of the
actor/volunteers who was participating for the first time, said
she was happy to take part in the
exercise that would be so helpful
to hospital personnel should
they ever be faced with a similar
situation.
"I think this is an incredibly
useful exercise for the hospital
because they never know what is
going to happen and so much is
happening in our world with
chemicals and stuff like this,"
Spangler said. "We have been
trained to evidence all kinds of
conditions and illnesses including contamination, in order to let
hospitals run test drills so they
are prepared when the real thing
comes down."
Afterward, Steen said the
exercise was a learning expenence for everyone involved.
"It went pretty well, overall,"
he said. "We got sonic informal
feedback from the evaluators
that the emergency operation., •
centers did a reasonably good
job. Some of them were more
prepared that others, like those
from bigger cities, but everythins got
The
needs that were identified were
addressed and the needs included rescue, the needs included
emergency medicine and HAZMAT situations."
lie said one example was that
Calloway County was influenced by .a chlorine release in
Fredonia, Ky.
Various Red Cross chapters
from around the area were
instrumental in working with the
teams in finding shelter and food

•Meth ...
From Front
...thgeles, 28.7 percent, Portland,
Ore., 25.4: San Diego. 36.2 percent. and San Jose. Calif., 36.9
percent.
But nationally, just 5 percent
of men who had been arrested
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sources for those that would be
displaced during an actual crisis.
Tory Daughrity, director of the
Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross, said her
team was charged with finding
food and shelter for 'those
adversely affected by the earthquake.
"I think it was definitely very
effective," Daughrity said. "I
think everyone participating
learned quite a lot about what
we are doing that is right and
what we need to improve on."
Steen noted that MSU was
instrumental in helping the sur"Murray
vivors.
State
University was very handy
when it came to the sheltering
and feeding," Steen said."When
the Red Cross ran out of other
shelters because they had
reached their capacity Murray
State had some resources they
could use."
Steen said a formal report
would be issued in about two to
three weeks from Homeland
Security officials as well as
evaluators from Murray State
University's College of Health
Sciences and Human Services
who evaluated the drill at
MCCH.
Calloway 911 coordinator Ed
Pavlick said this morning that he
found dsa-sizareise
vary.
realistic and helpful in determining action needed in the event of
an actual disaster.
"1 think we found that we can
come together in a relatively
-short time —arid
iñTri the''
capabilities that each area that
participated has," Pavlick said.
"At first it seems like you've got
nothing but confusion, which
you do. But according to people
who are in the know that's the
way it does start off. But you
settle in and you find out what
resources you have to deal with
what is happening as quickly as
possible."

had meth in their systems. By
contrast, 30 percent tested positive for cocaine and 44 percent
for marijuana, the report said,
citing government statistics.
Treatment programs for meth
also have been portrayed inaccurately, with news reports suggesting that meth users do not
respond as well to treatment as
users of other drugs, King said.
The Bush administration's
recent methamphetamine control strategy also referred to a
"common misperception that
methamphetamine is so addictive that it is impossible to
treat."
Programs in 15 states have
had promising results. King
said.
"Mischaracterizing
the
impact of methamphetamine by
exaggerating its prevalence and
consequences while downplaying its receptivity to treatment
succeeds neither as a tool of prevention not a vehicle of education," he wrote.
King called for a tempered
approach to the problem, keeping the focus on local trouble
spots and using federal money to
beef up treatment programs.

MI Mail ...
From Front

HERITAGE.,

NK

YESTERDAY. TODAY' TOMORROW.

S500.000 fine, and supervised
release for a period of not more
than three years following incarceration.
Meyer is scheduled to be
arraigned before Magistrate
Judge David King on July 12 at
1:30 p.m.. in Paducah.
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Southern Baptist leaders refuse to back public school pullout
GREENSBORO, N.C. (AP)
- There will be no Southern
Baptist exodus from the nation's
public schools — at least for
now.
Leaders of the nation's
largest Protestant denomination
Wednesday refused to support a
resolution that would have urged
the denomination to form an
"exit strategy" for pulling
Southern Baptist children from
public schools in favor of home
schools or private Christian
schools.
The proposal, offered by
Roger Moran of Troy, Mo., and
texas author Bruce Shortt, came
as many of the nation's 16.2 million Southern Baptists are concerned about how classrooms
are handling subjects such as
homosexuality and "intelligent
design."
Instead of putting a full exit
strategy before delegates to the
SBC's annual meeting, the
resolutions
denomination's
committee called on members to
"engage the culture ofour public
school systems" by exerting
"godly influence," including
standing for election to local
school boards.
Those ideas were part of a
more moderate resolution titled
"On Engaging the Direction of
the Public School System" that
was overwhelmingly approved
Wednesday evening at the final
Session of the denomination's
annual meeting. Delegates to the
-meeting also approved a resolution that urges school districts to
accommodate parents and
churches wishing to provide off-

campus biblical instruction during the school day.
Moran called the two resolutions "a good start."
"It's just one more sign we're
moving in the right direction,"
he said by telephone Wednesday
evening as he headed home from
the meeting.
Moran, who owns a company
that makes construction supplies, is a father of nine children,
ages 18 months to 18 years. All
have been home-schooled or
attended Christian schools, he
said.
The public schools issue has
been simmering for several
years. A resolution similar to the
one offered by Moran and Shortt
failed to pass two years ago.
Delegates at last year's annual
meeting approved a resolution
urging parents and churches to
"to exercise their rights to investigate diligently the curricula,
textbooks, and programs in our
community schools."
The proposal from Moran
and Shortt, author of"The Harsh
Truth About Public Schools,"
complained that curricula teaching "the homosexual lifestyle is
acceptable" are being implemented in public schools. It also
criticized a federal court ruling
last year that banned a
Pennsylvania school system's
classroom mention of "intelligent design" — the notion that
life is so complex it must have
been created by a higher intelligence.
The resolution approved
Wednesday by the SBC delegates refers to the Pennsylvania

AP
r
An 18-foot statue of the Rev. Billy Graham is shown after it was unveiled at the Southern
Baptist Convention's annual meeting, Wednesday evening, June 14, 2006,in Greensboro, NC.
The statue depicts Graham standing before a cross, with outstretched arms, one of which
holds a Bible, honoring his years as an evangelist. The statue will be placed in downtown
Nashville, Tenn.
"Southern Baptist leaders
decision, but also goes out of its Center for Ethics in Nashville,
way to "affirm the hundreds of Tenn., and a frequent critic of send their children to Christian
thousands of Christian men and the SBC leadership, said the academies or homeschool
women who teach in our public compromise resolution "rein- them," Parham said. "The
forces the negative attitudes that SBC's publishing house proschools."
But Robert Parham, execu- Southern Baptists have about duces curriculum for homeschools. Baptist seminary presitive director of the Baptist public schools."
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dents and faculties talk and walk
an anti-public school perspective ... . A few words don't
whitewash the leadership's
agenda."
Also Wednesday. the SBC
unofficially barred members
who drink alcohol from serving
as trustees or members of any
SBC entity
The ban, part of a larger antialcohol resolution that was easily approved by delegates, was
proposed by Jim Richards, executive director of the Southern
Baptists of Texas Convention.
While stopping short of officially preventing drinkers from
serving, it "urges" that no one be
elected or appointed to SBC
offices if they are "a user of
alcohol."
"Use of alcohol as a beverage
can and does impede the message of Jesus Chris!" that
Southern Baptists are trying to
spread, Richards said.
In a resolution that addressed
the debate over global warming
without naming the issue, delegates overwhelming approved a
"On
statement
and
Environmentalism
Evangelicals" that reads the
"scientific community is divided
on the effects of mankind's
impact on the environment."
The resolution, approved
without debate, positions the
denomination against "solutions
based on questionable science,
which bar access to natural
resources and unnecessarily
restrict economic development."
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledge & Times
Sam Patel and Pam Patel, co-owners of a convenience store
in Hazel, look over one of the many lottery tickets available for
purchase at their business. The Patels said lottery sates have
dropped since the start of the Tennessee lottery. They said
customers used to stand in line to buy tickets.

From Front
ever it starts, sales get kind
of so-so. It changes as the
jackpot changes."
Although some of the same
pattern has been reported at
all the stores contacted by the
Murray Ledger & Times, stores
on the Kentucky-Tennessee border have reported a 35 percent dip in sales to ticket buyers that cross the line since
Tennessee started its own lottery in 2004, according to the
AP report.
George Remus, owner-operator of Hazel's Convenience
"C" Mart, said he has lost
about 75 percent of his overall lottery sales.
"It's terrible." Remus said
Wednesday. "We went from
posting about 60,000 a month
down to about 14,000. It has
hurt a lot.
"From what I hear they're
looking forward to a record year,
hut it's not happening around
here."
Most lottery tickets sold at
Hazel stores are purchased primarily by customers passing
through the area.
Patty Sheridan, manager of
Discount Tobacco City and Lottery in Hazel, said Tennessee's
lottery and higher taxes on
tobacco in Kentucky was a
double-whammy for ticket sales
at the store.
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•Lottery
"Befoir Tennessee got their
lottery people used to be backed
up all over the parking lot and
out onto the road to buy lottery tickets when Powerball got
high, but now ... nothing," she
said. "We used to also sell lottery tickets to customers that
came in here to buy cigarettes,
but now they're buying both
their cigarettes and lottery tickets in Tennessee."
Sam Patel, a clerk at Hazel's
Citgo station, said lottery sales
have been dismal.
"It's real slow....grossly
slow," he said.
Remus says he may have a
solution to the problem.
"What we need is to start
a big payoff game that Tennessee doesn't have," he said.
According to Kentucky Lottery officials on the corporation's Web site at kylonery.com.
64.7 percent of ticket sales is
paid out to winning ticket holders, with 22.3 percent going
to the state for education programs, 6.6 percent for operating expenses and 6.4 percent
to retailers.
Lottery profits are put into
a scholarship program for state
high school students and this
year's allocation could reach
$200 million. The 26-state
Powerball jackpot is now set
at $73 million with the drawing set for Saturday, June 10.
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It's too
soon to tell
Current surveys show a tendency toward the Democrats
but do not show ,a rout as of yet. Any Republican strategists
who take comfort from that did not live through 1986 or
1994, the two most recent years when a party trend swept
through Congress like a plague, killing the deserving and the
undeserving alike.
In both of those years, the trend toward the party that
eventually won manifested itself only in the
last week of polling and really only in the
last few days, So it will be in 2006.
Whether there will be a rout or not is anybody's guess - mine is that there will be
and that the Democrats will win both houses of Congress. But you won't see the
process one way or the other in today's
polling data.
In 1986, the Republicans had no idea
they would face a decimation of their SenMortis
ate delegation. Many party leaders were
Advisory
insecure because the Reagan Revolution
By Dick Morris
class of 1981/ was coming up for re-election
Syndicated
and they worried that many of these young
Columnist
senators had not sufficient time to sink their
roots and came from states where a Democrat would probably win in normal times. But nobody could
foresee the extent of the Democratic Party victory, enough to
keep the Senate in their control until 1994 despite losing the
White House in I 988.
In 1994, the trend was even less evident. President Clinton traveled to the Middle East two weeks before the election to oversee
and take credit for -- the signing of a
peace accord between Jordan and Israel. When he returned,
his approval ratings were higher than they had been in
months and he was brimming with confidence that the
Democrats would hold onto both houses. When the debacle
struck, he was totally surprised and unnerved as were Democratic- strategists trout coast to coast.
Why does parts trend manifest itself so late in the
polling process.' Why is it so hard to pick up early on'!
Despite the prompting, of pollsters, voters do not focus
on Congressional or even Senatorial races until much later in
the process. Beforehand, they watch and listen but do not
collect their thoughts or correlate their overall partisan inclinations with the s otes they must cast in their own specific
race That thinking takes place only at the end.
'To understand it, think of sports fans. Those who follow
football avidly probably can handicap the Super Bowl on the
first day of the regular season. But those who pay little or
no attention haw no idea what is going on. But on the day
of the Sum Bowl, everyone - tan or not - knows who is
play mg and likely knows sonic rut the subplots the media
has Ms cried to hype interest in the game.
'Die reciprocal of this csample would be Christmas shopping Most men buy . then w ses' presents during the few
tii,fore the holidio while their wises have purchased
theirs' ri September of ( ii'her A Christmas ad in the tall
will reach the shoppers hut lease their spouses unmos ed. An
ad on December 21 will make little difference to those who
ha‘e ahead!, done their shopping hut would he of great
moment to the others
So what is the state oh play of the Congressional handicapping now '
A hit less than halt of all soters say that the country
would be better oft if the Demociats tan Congress while a
hit more than one third say they would like the GOP to
remain in charge Bush's ratings are regularly below 40 per.
elli and his profile on the issue that %titers care about most
is s itt 11:11 1). 11,,netloon. The ream Gop.
ClIerr
Mt es
issue is terrorism but, as we succeed in the War on Terror.
its saliencv is dropping esery 1110111h Corruption has become
.1 "Ile pall!. Issue and the blame is falling square!) on the
Republic•an leader ship in Congress
Mil a Kennerk tell on the v•agoir and Mr.Kinne!, flew
oft the IlJndle ale not enough to icesnurdi the Democrats
ktterson's Louisiana larceny
keeping Mi.(KtI it his free/
new definition of ttoieti assets
is also not enough to
ot I set the spet. la, le of
resigning and the House leadership running tot cos Cr
So this sear %%ill prohiahIN he a virpcout tor the GOP
1- nough to lose snurol Prohahl., But. the point of this column is that it . tiro soon to tell

Sit

Congress stages Iraq war debates
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Politics are permeating election-year debates on Iraq in
the House and Senate,
where Republicans and
Democrats alike are carefully staking out their positions
on the increasingly unpopular war.
Seeking an advantage,
House Republicans aim to
force Democrats to go on
record supporting President
Bush's wartime policies by
staging a vote as early as
Thursday on a GOP resolution that praises U.S. troops
and rejects ,setting "an arbitrary date" for withdrawing
them from Iraq.
"The fundamental question in this debate is: Are
we going to confront the .
threat of terrorism and
defeat it, or wiTh we radii
and retreat and hope the
problem goes away'. House
Majority Leader John
Buchner. R-Ohio. said, providing a preview ot the
possible GOP line of attack
should Democrats oppose
the resolution.
Across Capitol Fi411. similar partisan discourse on the
Iraq war is certain when
Sen. John Kerry, a potential
2008 Democratic presidential
candidate, introduces an
amendment to an annual
military measure that calls
for the administration to
redeploy combat forces front
that war /one by year's
end
It's a position that most
Senate members
including inari of Kerry's fellow
Democrats
don't share

WASHINGTON TODAY
By Liz Sidoti
"If it's a date certain —
absolutely everyone must be
gone by then — I think
that's less of what we're
interested in," said Sen.
Jack Reed, D-R.I., part of a
Senate Democratic group
trying to come up with a
different amendment that
better reflects a consensus
among Senate Democrats on
the way forward in Iraq.
The double-barreled
debates planned for Thursday come five, months
before congres!tional elections. Opinion polls show
voters are frustrated with
the Iraq war and favor
Democrats to control Congess instead of the Republicans who now run the
show.
Approval of Bush's handling of Iraq has dipped to
33 percent, a new low, in
the most recent AP-Ipsos
Poll. The poll, taken last
week before the announcement of the death of Abu
Musab al-Zargawi, the
leader of al-Qaida in Iraq,
found that 59 percent of
adults said the United States
made a mistake in going to
war in Iraq -- the highest
level yet in AP-Ipsos
polling
Democrats dismiss the
House GOP resolution as
nothing more than political
theatrics and are expected tub
use the debate to rail
against Bush's wartime policies. Yet Democrats are
mindful that voting against

such a resolution could
leave them vulnerable to,
attacks by Republicans, who
could claim that Democrats
who opposed the resolution
don't support U.S. troops
and advocate a "cut-and-run"
strategy.
Senate Republicans, for
their part, welcome an Iraq
discussion that GOP aides
say could showcase Democratic Party divisions on the
war.
Struggling to find cornmon ground. Democrats
appear to be divided into
three camps. Some want
troops to leave Iraq this
year. Others object to setting
any. kind of timetaNe. A
number of them want the
United States to start redeploying forces by year's end
but don't want to .set a date
when all troops should he
out.
Democratic leaders in
both the House and Senate
are trying to get their memhers to coalesce around draft
proposals that call for the
administration to start redeploying U.S. troops by
year's end, according to
Democratic officials who
spoke on the condition of
anonymity because the proposals were not final.
House Democratic leader
Nancy Pelosi and her lieutenants want to offer an
alternative tub the GOP resolution that reflects the
Democrats' position hut they
have faced difficulty in get-

ting all factions of their
rank-and-file on board.
Officials said the draft
being floated in the House
says that troops should start
coming home this year but
does not specify when all
forces should be out of
Iraq. One official said the
draft also calls for further
force reductions pegged to
goals Iraqis reach as they
rewrite their constitution.
In the Senate. several
Democrats were trying to
unite around a "consensus
amendment" on withdrawing
troops to avoid votes on
narrow amendments, like
Kerry's; that could further
highlight Democratic differences on Iraq.
Senate Democrats
appeared to agree that the
''Uttited'Stak - StRidid- start • •
withdrawing troops this year
but, officials said, disagreed
over what to do thereafter
— whether to call for all
troops to be out by the end
of 21X17 ca_not specify 'an
end-date.
It was unclear whether
the group could come up
with a proposal that would
be strong enough to satisfy
Kerry and Sen. Russ Feingold of Wisconsin.
The two Democrats have
proposed separate amendments that call for most
troops to leave Iraq by the
end of 21X/6. They also are
believed to be positioning
themselves for Democratic
presidential bids, which
some officials say may he
complicating discussions.
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Mrs. Frances Kate Watkins Martin
he funeral for Mrs. Frances Kate Watkins Martin will be today
(Thursday) at 2 p.m. in the Lone Oak Chapel of Milner & On
Funeral Home. Rev. Terry Masseur will officiate. Burial will follow
in the Woodlawn Memorial Giu-dens.
Visitation will be iron' noon to 2 p.m. today (Thursday) at the
funeral borne.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Highland Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, 3950 Lovelaceville Roai, Paducah, Ky.,
42001.
Mrs. Martin, 67, Paducah, died Sunday, June 11, 2006, at 8 a.m.
at her home.
A lifetime member of Highland Cumberland Presbytenan
Church, she was a member of the Church Women. A 1956 graduate
of Lone Oak High School, she was a former employee of E.M.
Bailey Co. and Orkin Pest Control.
She was the daughter of the late Charles Casper Watkins and
Ester Metcalf Watkins.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Cissy Walston and husband, Phillip, and one son, Butch Martin, all of Paducah; one brother, Jimmy Charles Watkins and wife, Elite, California; four grandchildren, Mrs. Andrea Wheatley and husband, Garrett, Murray, and
Phillip Hamm and wife, Elizabeth, Ricky Hamm and Chelsea
Martin, all of Paducah; two uncles, Earl and J.L. Metcalf, both of
Paducah; several cousins.
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The funeral tor Mrs. Lucille Wilder was Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Labby Memorial Funeral Home, Leesville, La. Rev.
John Lewing 11 officiated. Burial was in the Holly Grove Cemetery,
Leesville.
Mrs. Wilder, 84, Ariacoco, La., died Monday, June 12, 2006, at
Byrd Regional Hospital, Leesville.
A retired registered nurse, she was also the former operator of the
Vernon Spillway Park.
Survivors include her husband, Frank Wilder; one son, Ross
Wilder and wife, Erna, Murray, Ky.; one daughter, Mrs. Rose Marie
Racca and husband, Steve, Baton Rough, La.; one brother, Charles
Carmichael and wife, Martha, Danville, Ky.; four grandchildren,
Samantha Haneline and husband, Kent, Steve Wilder, Tara Johnson
and Marti Fleming.

DNA tests identify
trapped bear in
fatal attack on girl
CLEVELAND, Tenn. (AP)
- A black bear that tests
showed had human DNA under
its claws has been identified as
the killer of a 6-year-old girl,
according to Tennessee wildlife
officials who acknowledged that
another bear was wrongly euthanized.
Elora Petrasek, 6, of Clyde,
Ohio, was fatally attacked April
13 and her mother and younger
half brother were seriously
injured while the family visited
a swimming hole and waterfall
in the Cherokee National Forest
in.southeast.Tennesym
The bear "positively identified" as the attacker -a 211pound male that had been
trapped and held almost two
months by the Tennessee
Wildlife Resources Agency
pending the DNA tests - has
now been euthanized, officials
said at a Wednesday news conference.
Lab tests by the FBI found
the traces of human DNA.
Assistant TWRA Director Ron
Fox said. A necropsy will be
performed to determine whether
the bear had any illnesses or
abnormalities that might have
contributed to the attack.
Fox said the bear was euthanized in keeping with TWRA
policy regarding animals that
kill humans.
The family was mauled during a visit to a favorite swimming hole at the Chilhowee
Recreation Area near the Ocoee
River, a popular whitewater,
camping and fishing location.
A 203-pound male bear
caught April 16 in traps baited
with doughnuts and honey buns
was immediately euthanized.
The bear now identified as the
attacker was captured a day later
less than a mile from Chilhowee
and held alive until the forensics
testing was completed.
Dan Hicks, a TWRA district
spokesman, said the first bear
was euthanized because of concerns about rabies.
"We wanted to go ahead and
do some testing." he said.
Brandenburg,
a
David
TWRA wildlife biologist, said
predatory attacks by black bears
are extremely rare but in such
cases the animals "attack
because they view humans as
prey."

"There
was
no food
'involved," he said. "We probably will never know that answer:
Why that bear attacked."
The bear also bit the girl's
half brother, 2-year-old Luke
Cenkus, puncturing his skull,
and seriously injured the children's mother, Susan Cenkus,
45, who tried to fend off the animal.
The girl's body was found by
volunteer searchers a short distance from the waterfall with the
bear still standing over her. The
bear ran away after one of the
volunteers fired a handgun when
the animal charged him.
After hospital stays in
Chattanooga, Cenkus and her
son returned to Ohio in early
May. She has declined cornment,
Christopher Dennison, a half
brother of the victim, attended
the Wednesday news conference
and said he was happy the right
bear has now been destroyed.
"Our biggest fear was it (an
attack) would happen again," he
said.
Dennison, who has described
the recreation area has been a
favorite outdoors spot for his
family, said he visited there
Tuesday.
"I think the public should
leans that we share a world with
the nature that is around us," he
said. "The best thing we can do
to prevent an incident like this is
be aware of things of this nature,
just be educated about our
world."
The attack was the second
fatal black bear mauling in
Tennessee since 2000 but just
the second in the South and 12th
in the contiguous United States
in 100 years, according to the
North American Bear Center.
Andy Gaston, a U.S. Forest
Service ranger for the district,
said anyone who encounterk a
black bear should "just back
away. One thing you don't want
to do is turn around and run.
Stand tall and yell and back
away slowly."
Officials said Chilhowee
Recreation Area, closed since
the attack. would reopen Friday.
They said no changes were
planned in the way they manage
the slowly increasing population
of 1,200 to 1,500 black bears in
the forest.
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Minister's wife pleads not guilty
SELMER, Tenn. (AP)- A
minister's wife accused of
shooting her husband to death at
the parsonage where they lived
pleaded not guilty to first-degree
murder Wednesday and told a
judge she wants to be released
from jail on bond.
Mary Winkler has been in
custody since March 23 when
she and her three young daughters were spotted by police in
Alabama the day after her husband was found dead on a bedroom flout of their residence in
Selmer, a small town 80 miles
east of Memphis.
Members
of
Matthew
Winkler's church discovered his
body when the family failed to
show up for an evening service.
They could not locate Mary
Winkler or the children, and a
nationwide Amber Alert was
issued for the girls, 1, 6 and 8
years old.
Winkler answered with a soft
"yes sir" when asked by Judge
Weber McCraw if she understood the charge against her. A
McNairy County grand jury
indicted her on a premeditated
murder charge Monday.
Dressed in an orange jumpsuit and wearing an ankle chain.
Winkler stood quietly beside
two defense lawyers during a
brief hearing before McCraw.
She was then returned to her jail
cell a short walk down an
adjoining hallway to the courtroom.
At her lawyers' request, the
judge set a bond hearing for
June 30. He scheduled a trial for
Oct. 30.
The killing shocked members
of the Fourth Street Church of
Christ who describe the
Winklers as a perfect couple Matthew, 31, as a beloved, bythe-Bible minister and Mary, 32,
as a devoted, unassuming wife
and mother.
Neither prosecutors nor
defense lawyers will talk about a

AP
Mary Winkler walks into the court room in the McNairy County
Justice Center in Selmer, Tenn., Wednesday for her arraignment on murder charges in the shooting death of her husband, Matthew Winkler. Winkler was charged by the grand
jury with premeditated murder in the March 22 death of her
husband, a pastor of the Fourth Street Church of Christ in
Selmer,
motive for the killing, though
Winkler gave a statement to
police
that
investigators
describe as a confession.
Defense lawyer Leslie Bailin
acknowledged Winkler talked to
police about the night of the
killing but disagreed that she

confessed to murder.
"We've seen a copy of the
statement. It's not a confession
to me," Bailin said.
Winkler is being defended by
Bailin and Steve Farese, two of
the best-known criminal defense
lawyers in the Memphis area.

They refused details of their
expected defense but said it will
focus on the -history" of the
Winkler's 10-year marriage.
"Each of those years. Each of
those months. Each of those
days of marriage has a history to
it ... 'Things that led up to March
22 need to be told to this jury,"
Bailin said.
Farese said be does not
expect to argue that someone
other than Mary Winkler fired
the fatal shot.
"I would think that would
probably be a stretch for us," he
said.
Prosecutor Elizabeth Rice
refuses to talk about the indictment or why investigators
believe the slaying was premeditated.
A medical examiner says
Matthew Winkler was shot in
the back at close range with a
shotgun.
Farese said the defense will
seek "a reasonable bond" for
Mary Winkler on the grounds
she is not a threat to the public
or a flight risk.
Jimmie Smith, a member of
the Fourth Street Church, said
the congregation continues to
pray for Mary Winkler and
friends want her released from
jail to await trial.
"She needs to be where she
can see her children," Smith
said. "She's not going to run."
Winkler has not seen the children since her arrest but
received notes and drawings
from the two older girls
Tuesday, Farese said.
"I felt like I was invading her
territory so I just looked to see
that it wasn't anything bad," he
said. "It was, 'I love you,
Mommy. I wish I could see you.
I want to see you soon,' and
things like that."
The children are in the custody of Matthew Winkler's parents.

Legionnaire's disease kills 3 in Texas
DALLAS (AP)-Ten cases
Karen May, spokeswoman people, five of whom were visi- the disease by breathing vapor
of Legionnaires' disease. have for Baptist Health System, con- tors to the hospital and five of from a contaminated water
been diagnosed among patients firmed Wednesday the 10th whom were patients, acquired it source.
and visitors at a San Antonio diagnosis of the diSease,'a rare at the hospital.
'
Between 08,000 and /8,000
hospital, and health officials form of pneumonia, but wouldA fourth person died after people are hospitalized with
suspect the facility is the source n't elaborate, citing privacy being
diagnosed
with Legionnaires' disease in the U.S.
of the outbreak.
rules.
Legionnaires' disease but that each year, according to the
Among those diagnosed at
May said that based on the death is not believed to be relat- Centers for Disease Control and
North Central Baptist ,Hospital, ---diseases jruhan,on -period-of - .ed to. .the .outbreak linked .to-.. Prevention.three have died. But health offi- two to 10 days, "It wouldn't be North Central Baptist, RohrThe disease takes its name
cials said they already were ill surprising or unusual for addi- Allegrini said.from an outbreak at the
and they didn't know how much tional patients to be diagnosed."
Legionnaires' disease is Pennsylvania American Legion
of a factor Legionnaire's disease
The
San
Antonio caused by a bacterium most convention held in Philadelphia
played in the deaths.
Metropolitan Health District is often found in sources of stand- in:July 1976 where 34 people
Six have been treated and investigating, said epidemiolo- ing water. People can contract died.
released. One remains in the gist Cherise Rohr-Allegrini. The
hospital.
health district suspects all 10
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COMMUNITY
Class of 1956 members recalls time at alma mater
Special to The Ledger
Wanda and Bill Bigham
retcendy returned to Murray
State University to join their
1956 classmates to commemorate their 50-year reunion.
The couple, who met at
Murray while music students,
both agreed that choosing Murray State was the best decision they made. "I can't begin
to imagine how my life would
have turned out without Murray State College," Bill said.
"Probably the two most important decisions a young man
can make are whom he will
ask to marry him and what
his life's work will be. Both
decisions would have undoubtedly been different without
Murray State."
A 'Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
alumnus, Bill said he was actually in the presence of his
future spouse at least twice
before he actually met her during his freshman year with the
Murray State band "It reminds
tile that you can find something in common with just
about anyone you meet, and
often through a college connection," he said. "I played
for the dedication of the new
Ballard Memorial High School
when Wanda was a senior and
again as the dance band for
her senior prom.
A 1988 Distinguished AlumIRIS recipient who has served
as president 'it two colleges,
%%audit agrees with her husband that their MSU expert-rice has continuously provided them with life-long opportunities. Bigham relates her
SIStI experience to a story she
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Hazel High School Class of 1956
plans reunion Saturday morning

Relay 'planning meeting Saturday
Photo provided
Pictured at the 1956 Murray State reunion were, from left, Bobby Brashears '56, Phyllis
Brashears, Bill Williams '56, Anne Williams, Wanda Durrett Bigham '56, Bill Bigham '56, Lollie
Gray and Robert Gray '56.
a turtle being seen at the top
of a fence post and we were
reminded the tunic didn't get
there by itself because someone put it 'there," she said.
"Her main concluding point
was that each of us has been
helped by someone else. Many
of those people who helped
me are people I met at Murray State."
A former high school music
teacher. Wanda said there were
many MSU mentors including
the late Prtce "Pop" Doyle who
built her confidence and encouraged her to expand her horiions. "Through the various
choir trips, Campus Lights performances. as well as the array
of campus opportunities includmg drama productions. athletic events and dances 1 obtained
a great experience at Murray."

she said. "There were many
other faculty who also provided a nurturing, yet challenging environment in those developmental years."
A former high school band
director who served at Morehead State University as an
instructor and also as chair of
the music department, Bill also
remembers his strong MSU
mentors. "Price Doyle, Richard
Farrell, Robert Bar, and Chuck
Simons, (his brother-in-law)
were very influential to me
while at Murray." he said.
"Chuck remained mentor, role
model, and friend through all
the succeeding years until his
death in 1993."
The former president of the
Kentucky Music Educators
Association. Bill now plays
clannet with the Montgomery

Symphony Orchestra. "I can
list 12 colleges where some
member of my family has
worked or attended, but my
heart is first and foremost at
Murray State. This is home to
me."
The assistant general secretary for schools, colleges and
universities for the United
Methodist Church, Wanda said
her professional career has
always led her to many circles of' professional college
graduates. "At a recent conference, someone asked me
where I live. After telling her
that I'm now a Tennessean, I
added that wherever I actually live, I am always a Kentuckian. I'm also always a Murray State graduate and proud
of it."

not all of them lead back to
the Social Security Administration. Some lead straight to
a private firm seeking to make
money on a similar sounding
name."
— Williams' ciic.1 the- •ZiaSe-'61a Ness York City certified publa do:mini:Int who was arrested for operating a website that
charged $11.95 tor an online
Social Security card application.
while misleading the public
into believing the site KJ., run
hy the Social Secunty Administration. The site was shut
down. and the accountant was
charged with a felony for falsely representing himself as an

employee of the United States
government.
Another company offered lb
help people get a replacement
Social Security card-for just
545.
-Williams said'"the SOcialSecunty Administration works
hard to combat misleading.
There are two federal laws that
deal specifically with misleading ads. They -prohibit companies from using words or symbols that suggest they have a
government affiliation, and they
also prohibit misleading ads
from being sent through the U.S.
Postal Service. "
Social Security's Office of

the Inspector General also keeps
an eye out for potentially misleading•advertissonents. Some
60 companies have voluntarily agreed to stop using ads
we questioned or have changed
"their ads-TO cOMpty— witti •Itte
law."
Williams said "one way to
avoid getting on 'sound-alike'
websites is to avoid using a
search engine when looking
for Social Security information. Just go directly to our
website
at
www.socialsecurity.gov. There,
you'll find reliable and free
information and services about
Social Security programs."

Fukuhara presents program on 'Japan in a Suitcase'
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Hazel High School Class of 1956 wW
have its 50-year class reunion on Saturday at 10 *XI. at the Hazel Community
Center. An informal brunch is scheduled
with each person asked to being a favorite
breakfast food.
Anyone who attended Hazel School in
this class is invited and requested to bring
photos and memorabilia that will be of
interest to the group. For more information call Oneida White at 492-8586 or Marlo's
at 753-2.350.
Datebook leneTheBeach
annual Hazel Alumni Association
By Jo Burifeen
will bold its 59th annual alumni
Community
banquetkeunion also on Saturday at 6 p.m.
Editor
in the Family Life Center of Hazel Baptist a'hurch. 'Ube class a 1956 will be honored for its 50year anniversary. For information call 492-8395.

Social Security cautions public about misleading advertising
I,,,, many Americans are
tainted by misleading adverii!.ers who try to charge unttec,'V4a I s teCS fur
Secu"Mt:lilt:are" sers Ices,
MAR W.1111.1111', SOtlal Securi'. tnanag-e.1 III
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come up, and
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11011 about Japanese culture and
language • through the display
of several artifacts. She spoke
about the daily life of j Japanese high school student and
how it compared to that of an
american high school student
Fukuhara Was a guest of
Yoko
Ilatakeyama,
!Atilt
I eather Quality Institute professor Hatakeyarna. who teach -

Double wide protection
for our mobile home

es a Japanese class at Calloway County High School,
brought her students to the
presentation where they were

able to discuss what they had
learned in class and compare
it to Fukuhara's experiences.

Murray native earns degree
LOUISVILLE, Ky. -- Bellarmine University graduated
i47 students during its 53rd
annual commencement exercises on May 11
Ina Broan, chair of the
Muhammad Ali Center, delivered
the
commencement
address

OXFORD, Miss. -- Ann
Todd Taylor of Hazel. Ky.,
received her Juris Doctor degree
from the I ;of ersity of Mis-

ssidiout paying for coverage you don't need. For
home insurance that's as versatile as sour home,'call

Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033

Crysler book signing Friday
Lynn Crysler will have a book signing for her recent book,
"A Journey Into Alzheimer's," on Friday from 3 to 4 p.m. at
the Calloway County Public Library.

'Cruzin' on the Square' on Saturday,
Murray Main Street will present "Cruzin' on the Square,"
an open car show, on Saturday. Registration with fee of $5
will be from 8 to 10:30 a.m., judging will end at noon, and
awards will be presented at 1 p.m. For a registration form or
more information contact Christy Spann at 753-7724 or e-mail
at pmr@murray-ky.net or contact Murray Main Street at 7599474.

Glory Bound will be Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the sanctuary of Goshen United
Methodist Church at Stella (note change of place for this
week). Featured group will be Old Timers. The public is invited and there is no charge.For more information call Joe
Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick
Lea at 761-2666.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or need a ride call 753-1834.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
.ttlitierPriday at 10:30r.m. at Calloway Public
is scheduler 61
Library. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes. Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For more
information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.
_
._.........

Twilight Cabaret featuring play
Twilight Cabaret will present the play, "A Barrell Full of
Pennies" tonight at 8 p.m. and Friday and Saturday with dinner at 6:30 p.m. and play at 8 p.m. at Ken Br Lodge, located at 7711 Highway 641 North, near Kentucky Dam Village
Resort Park. For more information call 436-2399. The play
will run until July 22.

CCMS Council will meet today

Among those earning their
degrees was Murray native Elizabeth D. Miller, who earned
a bacher of arts in business
administration.
Bellarmine University' is an
independent Catholic university and has an enrollment of
approximately 2,500 students.
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wwweampbellnalay.cem

sissippi.
Taylor was one of 55 receiving doctoral degrees in the
May commencement.
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Amputees Support Group will meet
Amputees Support Group will meet tonight at 6:30 p.m. in
the Doug Borders Community room at Lourdes Marshall Nemer
Pavilion, Paducah. For information call 1-270-488-3020 or I270-965-3181 or e-mail trossbrtc.net or cosbykim@yahoo.com

An organizational meeting of all parents of wrestlers and
other interested persons will be tonight at 7 p.m. at Calloway
County High School. The purpose will be to help promote and
support wrestling in Calloway County. For more information
call 492-8956.

Antique Automobile Club to meet
The Twin Lakes Region. Antique Automobile Club of America will meet have its monthly dinner meeting at the Sirloin
Stockade tonight at 6 p.m. The club is open to anyone with
an interest in antique automobiles and visitors welcome. For
more information contact Howard Brandon at 753-4389 or
Terry Ridgley at 753-1829.

Thursday TOPS Club will meet
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Club will meet
today at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library.
The meeting is open to the public. For information call Marge
Andrews at 753-7732.
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Murray High School Class of 1956 will have its 50th class
reunion celebration on Saturday. July 1, at 6 p.m. at the hotel
at Kenlake State Resort Park. All graduates and anyone who
was part of the class at any time as well as friends and family are invited to attend. Call Sondra Kyle Kader at 759-9684
or 293-9994 or e-mail to kylelo@charter.net for information.

Eva

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray. For information call
753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Eca4werai

Daylily Farm

Potted Daylilies $2.50 & up

408 S. 12th St.

Weekly Specials
Wednesday - Saturday 10 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
684 Crossland Rd.• Murray
www.bluegrasegardens.net
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MHS Class of 1956 plans reunion
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Calloway County Middle School Based Decision Making
Council will have a special called meeting today at 3:30 p.m.
in the media center.

Wrestling meeting tonight

Taylor receives Juris Doctor degree

9.L. ti.1%e insuramc programs v.ritten especially for
the unique concerns of mobile home owners. These
programs let you get the protection you need

Kathy M. Hodge, Relay for Life of Calloway County Chair,
has announced a meeting to plan Calloway Relay's goals for
the next three years will be Saturday from 9 to 11 a.m. at
the Weeks Community Center. For information call Hodge at
75971884 or 436-2424.
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Waters honored at awards banquet
Dayjah Louise Coleman
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Mr. and Mrs. Ronald L. Coleman are the parents of a
daughter, Dayjah Louise Coleman, born on Monday, June 12,
/006, at 4:55 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
, The baby weighed 6 pounds 12 ounces and measured 19
/
'3/4 inches. The mother is the former Samantha L. Gibbs. A
brother' is Daymein Matrise Coleman.
Grandparents are Jennie Gibbs and David Howell of Almo,
James Gibbs Ill of Murray and Sheila and Shawn Smith of
Dexter.
Great-grandparents are the late J.W. and Louise Hill of
Alin°, Hazel Hastings of Almo, Betty Gibbs and the late James
Gibbs 11 of North Carolina, Joyce and Ernie Smith of Dyersburg, Tenn., and John and Shirley Duncan of Benton.

Bryan Daniel
Reeves II
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Reeves
of Murray are the parents of
a son, Bryan Daniel Reeves
II, born on Wednesday, June
7, 2006, at 9:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 6 pounds
3 ounces and measured 19
inches. The mother is the former Connie Shelton. A sister
is Madison Delaney Reeves.
Grandparents are Kathy
Clemons Welch and Dan and
Rita Reeves, all of Murray,
and Eddie and Linda Shelton
of Paris, Tenn. A great-grandmother is Mrs. Margie Matte
of Paris, Tenn.

Granddaughter
of local resident
awarded Byrd
.
scholarship
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Katie
Boyd, granddaughter of Fred
Cain of Murray, has been
awarded a Robert C. Byrd
Honors Scholarship to help pay
for her college education. This
scholarship award is $1,500 a
year.
Boyd, a 2006 graduate of
Graves County High School,
will attend Georgetown College in the fall to major in
pre-med and chemistry. She
wants to be a pediatrician.
"I am honored to receive
this scholarship. 1 am amazed
each time that someone has chosen sne to receive such a wonderful gift. I don't know how
to explain in words how much
this scholarship means to me
as _well.as my. family-it will
help me to achieve my dream
of going to a wonderful college as well as becoming a
pediatrician," Boyd said.
She is one of only 91 seniors in the state this year to
receive a Byrd Scholarship, a
program
federally funded
administered by the Kentucky
Higher Education Assistance
Authority (KHEAA). KHEAA
also administers other student
aid programs, including the
Kentucky Educational Excellence Scholarship, where students earn money for college
by making good grades in high
school.
Boyd is the daughter of
Curt Jr. and Connie Boyd of
Mayfield. She is also the granddaughter of Darius Cain of
Augusta. Ga.; Curtis Boyd of
Mayfield; and the late Virginia
Boyd.
The Byrd Scholarship is
named for longtime U.S. Sen.
Robert C. Byrd of West Virginia, who authored the legislation establishing the program
in 1985.

Kennedy
named to
dean's list
EVANSVILLE, Ind. —
Brooke Lencki Kennedy of
Murray has been named to the
dean's list for the 2006 spring
semester at the University of
Evansville.
To attain the dean's list, a
student must have earned a
3.5 average (GPA) or higher
while carrying 12 or more
hours of credit.
Kennedy is the daughter of
Al and Sheila Lencki of Murray, Ky. She is a graduate of
Calloway County High School.

GET ALL
THE NEWS

ATLANTA, Ga. — Robert
Lee Waters Jr. is an instructor
in the college of computing at
Georgia Institute of Technoology, Atlanta.
He was honored at the May
2006 annual awards banquet
of the Student Government
Association when he received
the "Dean Dull Faculty,Member of the Year."
Waters received a specially
hand finished glass blown replica of the Georgia Tech mascot, "Yellow Jacket," made by

the famous master glassblower, Don Lillie, who retired from
Georgia Tech after 30 years
as master glassblower and then
formed the Lillie Glassblowers,
Waters received his doctoral degree at the commencement ceremony in the fall of
2004 ken Georgia Tech. His
thesis was "Obtaining Architectural Descriptions from Legacy Systems: The Architectural
Synthesis Process (ASP)."
A 1971 graduate of Cal-

loway County High School, he
received his bachelor of science degree from Murray State
University in 1975. He and his
wife, Lisa Perrin Waters, formerly of Kirksey, Ky., live in
the Kedson village Community at Peachtree City, Ga.
Waters is the son of Bobbie Waters and the late Major
Robert L. Waters Sr., of Murray, Ky. He is the brother of
Jeffrey Waters of Murray and
David Waters of Washington,
D.C.

Robert Lee Waters Jr.

NOW
IS A GREAT
TIME TO
BUILD A
DECK!
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ARTS&ENTERTAINMENT
Nature Arts Day is Saturday
GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
The Nature Station will hold
Nature An Day Saturday with
beautiful surroundings to help
motivate your creative genius.
Be it Michelangelo or
Picasso, all great artists must
have inspiration and there is no
better place to find it than in
nature.
Visit with local artists and
craftspeople as they display,
demonstrate, and discuss their
work. Wood-working, photog-

P6

sta

raphy, and gourd carving are _ilia Weaving at Home at The
few of the art forms taking
Homeplace on Saturday, June 17'
shape. Learn about natural from 10 a.m.-12 p.m. or 1-4 p.m.
dying and how to press flowers. Miss Hickman will demonstrate
Visitors will have the opportuni- weaving while showing how it
ty to purchase some of the has and hasn't changed over the
artists' creations.
years. Hand made textiles will
Nature Arts Day runs from I() be available fix purchase. This
a.m. to 4 p.m. The Nature program is recommended for
Station is located at Land Home Educators.
Between The Lakes (LBL)
Additional LBL information
National Recreation Area.
is available by calling 1-800Join invited textile artist, LBL-7077 or 270-924-2000.
Lydia Ruth Hickman for

Arts Round the Square in Paris

Tom BERRY/Lectget & Times
ENCORE PERFORMANCE: Ross "Hank Williams" Bolen, left with guitar, and Eddie
Dunlap, center with back turned, entertain an appreciative crowed of Hickory Woods
Retirement Center residents with some of Williams gregtest hits Wednesday afternoon.
Bolen and Dunlap are part of "Hank Williams: Lost Highway" which opens tonight at
Playhouse in the Park and runs through June 25 For reservations call 759-2199.

PARIS, Tenn. — Arts Round The Square is a
new event coming to historic downtown Paris,
featuring artisans who work in a wide variety of
art forms, June 24, from 10 am to 4 pm.
Arts Round the Square will be a unique exhibit featuring canvas art, music, quilts, stained glass,
pottery, and much more, all displayed around the
county courthouse grounds and along the merchant's storefronts in downtown Paris. Just like
our counterpart in France, the streets of Paris will
come alive with the smell of paints and the sounds
of music.
A joint effort of the Paris Henry County Arts
Council and the Downtown Paris Association,
Arts Round the Square will showcase the hard
work and imagination of local artists. Mary
Lodge, Director of the Paris Henry County Arts
Council, said, "It will be an exciting and beautiful
display of a variety of different art forms done by
local talent, all in one place at the same time."
The Tennessee River Fine Arts League will
have easels set up around the courthouse square so
you can watch artists painting and exhibiting completed works and projects.
Martin Paschall will demonstrate the ancient
an of pottery making and display some of his marvelous creations. Area quilters will present artwork of a different kind with beautiful hand-made

quilts from the past and present. Demonstrations
of rug hooking, loom weaving, making thread on
a spinning wheel by Lydia Hickman and Mary
Lacey, and Sandee Green working in stained glass
will also celebrate the past and show bow these
techniques are still used to create distinctive showpieces for the present.
Among the musicians attending are Larry
Conger, national award winning dulcimer player,
and the Paris Picker's & Grinners, playing a variety of music on their guitars, mandolins, and banjos. Lodge said she hopes also to have Henry
County High School musicians and music teachers
performing on the court square throughout the
day.
Families for Paris Parks will have activities and
crafts for the children and members of the Youth
Orchestra will be raising money by selling drinks
and food. Susan Jones is slated to do her fascinating walking tour of the history of downtown Paris.
Artists interested in displaying their work or
musicians wishing to perform may contact the
office of the Paris Henry County Arts Council for
guidelines on participation.
There will be no charge to be a part of Arts
Round the Square.
Fort more information. call Lodge at(731)6423955.
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WAS/IASU ART SHOW: Families and friends of Murray Middle School students Nathan
Kennedy, Dustin Garland, Zach Maley and Nerasha Payne gathered for the opening of
the art show at Murray State University May 21. Each of these students were chosen to
work side by side with a Murray State student to complete works to be on display at the
Curris Center. Shown are Nerasha Payne, right, and her mother Nekesha Green as
they view the framed artwork for the first time during the reception/art show.
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Mums

Two Locations in Murray
922 S. 12th Street
(Behind Sirloin Stockade)
270-753-8400
Open Mon-Fn ian.Fpm

Fed& DHL

506 N. 12th Street
/Olympic Plaza, Iry Jamnine,
270-761-7678
Open Mon-Fri 9am-7pm
and Sat 8'30am-3:30pm

Many Other!wakes?:

The Ohio Valley Chapter of
the National Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences has
nominated KET for seven
regional Enuny Awards.
.
A "Tribute and a Toast to
Opera," produced by Thomas
Bickel, was nominated in the
category of arts/entertainment
prograrn.Also nominated in the
arts/entertainment program category was -Classical Discovery,"
produced by Timothy Bischoff.
The program features performances from extraordinary young
artists participating in The
Kentucky Center's Gheens
Great Expectations project.
Nominated in the health/science/environmental program
were "CommonHealth
of
Kentucky" and "Kentucky Life:
Athey
Barrens
Nature
Preserve." Cartoonist Joel, Pelt
was also nominated for cornmentatodeditonalist for his contribution to the program.
-Wild and Scenic Kentucky,"
a Kentucky life special produced by Joy Flynn and Marsha
Cooper Hellard, travels to some
of Kentucky's most treasured
locations of natural beauty. The
program received two nominations: One for magazine program and one for program
host/moderator. Dave Shuffelt.
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Senate poised to pass spending bill for war, Katrina
:y
at The
June 17
1-4 p.m.
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-les will

WASHINGTON (AP)- The Senate is poised to send President Bush
an emergency spending bill meeting
his funding requests for America's
two ongoing wars and aid to Gulf Coast
hurricane victims.
The chamber was to vote today
on the $94.5 billion House-Senate compromise measure, the lion's share of
which - $66 billion - is to support U.S. troops overseas through
September.
Still, there is increasing concern
in Congress about the cost of the
war in Iraq and the fact that the
spending is kept on a set of loose-

ly policed books kept separate from
the rest of government operations.
The bill would bring to almost
$320 billion the tally for the campaign in Iraq and $89 billion for the
one in Afghanistan.
Final action on the bill was welcomed by Gulf Coast lawmakers,
especially relatively junior Louisiana
delegation members, who felt their Katrina-devastated state was shortchanged
by a December measure.
The bill contains $3.7 billion for
Louisiana flood control projects, and
Louisiana Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu and GOP colleague David Vit-

ter are confident their state will receive
$4.2 billion of $5.2 billion contained
in the bill for direct grants to states.
Louisiana plans to use its share to
repair and rebuild housing stocks.
"Many people didn't have insurance because they weren't in a flood
plain," Landrieu said. "And then the
levees broke and people, middleincome families, wealthy families and
poor families lost the largest asset
they had."
A veto threat by Bush forced senators to strip some things out:
•More than $14 billion for such
things as aid to farmers outside the

hurricane zone and for the Gulf Coast
seafood industry.
• Democratic initiatives to beef
up port security and veterans medical services.
•A controversial plan backed by
Mississippi GOP Gov. Haley Barbour
and the suite's powerful Senate delegation to pay CSX Transportation
$700 million for a recently rebuilt
freight rail line along the coast so
the state could use its path for a
new highway.
Notwithstanding expected approval
of the emergency spending measure,
lawmakers are getting restless over

the practice of funding wars through
ad hoc supplemental bills outside the
annual budget and thus not subject
to budget limits that curb the growth
of other govenunent programs.
On an unrelated defense policy
bill, senators Wednesday voted 98-0
for an amendment by John McCain,
R-Ariz., to require future funding for
the wars to be considered in the same
way as other government spending
measures.
"We must bring emergency spending under control," said Budget Committee Chairman Judd Gregg, R-N.H.
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President
rejects
withdraw!
talk after
Iraq trip
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WASHINGTON (AP) President Bush, just back from
Iraq, dismissed calls for a U.S.
withdrawal as election-year politics and refused to give a
limited. While supplies last.
timetable or benchmark for success that would allow troops
to come home.
"It's bad policy," Bush said
in a Rose Garden news conference
Wednesday,
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BLUEGRASS BRAWL

Home a distant memory for Menendez
MURRAY NATIVE RETURNS HOME
THIS WEEKEND AFTER 15 YEARS

Photo courtesy of ESPN corn
Murray native Mark Menendez
has returned home to Kentucky
Lake to compete in this week's
"Bluegrass Brawl" Bassmaster
Elite Tour tournament, which
began this morning.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
In a literal sense,"home" has been a
distant memory for Mark Menendez in
the last 15 years.
The Murray native and Murray State
University graduate has spent the
majority of his days since 1991 away
from his Paducah home while living out
his dream as a professional bass fisherMan.

But,that career has come full circle

this week, as the 41-year-rild Menendez
will go after the top prize in the
"Bluegrass Brawl" Bassmaster fishing
tournament in his backyard — on
Kentucky Lake.
"This is it — the elite series; the
upper-echelon of bass fishing," said
Menendez via cell phone from his boat
Wednesday morning near Kentucky
Dam, where he was participating in a
final practice round in preparation for
the four-day event, which began this

morning and runs through Sunday. "In
this tournament, you're fishing against
some of the best fishermen in the
world."
Menendez began his life-long love
affair with fishing at an early age, learning all the nuances of the sport on the
same waters he will fish for a grand
prize of $100,000 this weekend.
"It can be an advantage, simply
because you know historically where
the fish are," noted Menendez, who is
one of only four Kentuckians who will
be competing on his home turf in the
tournament, which includes a field of
104 anglers. "But (fishing at home)can
also be the kiss of death. You could
wind up chasing history rather than

Slip N Slide
SLIP-SLIDIN' AWAY ON 'THE
GREENS OF WINGED FOOT
MAMARONECK, N.Y.(AP) — Feel like a hike? A little
jaunt up the first green at Winged Foot would probably do the
trick.
Every U.S. Open course has its devilishly tricky areas. This
year's "thorough examination of golf' is highlighted by
Winged Foot's severely sloped greens, most of which angle
downward from back to front.
End up on top of the hill above the hole and — well —
there's a good chance things won't be pretty.'Pry to keep it too
low and -- well — that could be ugly, too, because the front
third of most greens are sloped.so severely,.the ball will run
right off.
"Some of the most severe greens you'll ever face," said
Tiger Woods, who returns to tournament play Thursday after
a nine-week layoff.
When last seen, Woods wanted to break his putter over his
knee after a particularly bad final round on the greens at the
Masters.
"I practice my putting quite a bit," he said.
.....CLlhing...17.ttcatIKJIOS. cOktrSe._.114$.
POtgotja to MAIMgolf's greatest look silly. It did it to none other than Jack
Nicklaus in 1974 at the Open later dubbed "The Massacre at
Winged Foot." He lined tip his first putt of the tournament at
the back of the green, tapped it and watched as it rolled ... and
rolled ... and rolled completely off the front.
"I imagine I wasn't the only one who putted off that green
that day" Nicklaus said in a recent interview in Golf Digest.
"In fact, my guess is quite a few did."
With a cool wind blowing Thursday morning, play began
when qualifier Andrew Svoboda, a Winged Foot member who
has won the club championship feur times, teed off into the
right rough. He chipped into the fairway, then onto the green
for a two-putt on No. 1 to start his day with a bogey.
Phil Mickelson, in search of his third straight title at a
major, had a 7:55 a.m. tee time. Woods wasn't to start until the
• afternoon.
Back in 1974, Hale Irwin won that tournament at 7-over
par. Much has changed during the past three-plus decades,and
Winged Foot has been lengthened to keep up with the
changes.
The greens, however, have remained fundamentally as they
were designed, a gift from legendary course architect A.W.
Tillinghast. who placed the contoured greens well above the
fairways, built little bumps and humps within their slopes and
protected them with thin collars in front and drastic falloffs to
the sides into deep bunkers and gnarled rough.
"You really do have to think about where you want to position your second shot into the green because the greens are
that slopey, usually from back to front, which makes it tough,"
Luke Donald said. "You can't be too aggressive out there."
Last year at Pinehurst, the greens were humpbacked -remember, they looked as though they had VW Bugs buried
beneath them. The areas around the greens — front, back and
side --- were also sloped and closely mown. The challenge
wasn't getting a club on the ball from edges of the greens, but
AP
rather finding different ways to get the ball Close to the pin and
Robert Allenby hits out of a sand trap during a practice round at Winged Fool Golf Club
keep it there without having it come back or spill off the other
side.
Wednesday in Mamaroneck, N.Y. The 106th U S. Open begins today

Roethlisberger pulls QB sneak
Qt . ARTERBACK DISCHARGED FROM MERCY HOSPITAL LAST NIGHT

The Sicelcrs quarterback lett Mercy
11,tspital J little Wore midnight It was
im.lear where he went, said team
Tokesinan DJ‘C 1.4%.kett
140..tors had encouraging words
Nedncsdo about Roethlisberger.
whose motor. y,.Ic .olltded with a
at
. Mom.
a Pittsburgh illICISCIL lion klonti,r,
11g
sct. mid round of tests again
showed no brain imunes. although he
thts .on. ossion

Roethlisberger got out of his bed to
greet visitors Wednesday. less than 48
hours after being admitted to a hospital
located onl sv a few blocks from the crash
sac.
who
Players
visited
with
Roethlisberger said he is upbeat, and
they aic convinced he will be back
quickly and with no diminished skills.
Counting the playoffs. the Steelers have
a 27-4 record with Roethlisberger at
quarterback and have advanced to two
AR' championship games and won a
Super Bowl during his two seasons as a
starter.
His release was kept a secret from
the Pittsburgh media, which has sta-

•See BRAWL, 11

PIRATES 9,
CARDINALS 7

U.S. OPEN

API
Ben
R•ethltsbeigcr was released from a hospital laic Wednesday. night ,if
spend.
rig more than two •1,1• re.osering front
ta. IA !MUM', he sustained in a motor-

catching fish. But I feel good about
Every participating angler will 1..1
the first two days of the tournament. a
Day 3, the field will be cut for the first
time. The final day, Sunday, will feature'
just 12 anglers in the nationally-televised event, which will be broadcast. 7
beginning at 9 a.m. June 24 on ESPN2.
According to Menendez, merely.
qualifying for the final cut would be a
major coup.
"Winning would be nice, but just getting my boat and my face on TV would :
be the biggest thing for me," hoi
eislained. "That's how I get paid. TO 4
get exposure for the company that spoo-

tioned reporters and cameras at the hospital each day, The hospital released a
statement saying that it "respected the
wishes
and
privacy
of
Mr.
Roethlisberger and his family" by not
confirming his discharge until about
nine hours later.
Because Roethlisberger's multiple
facial fractures, broken nose and broken
upper and lower jaw are being held in
place by screws and 2-inch titanium
plates, he can eat soft foods — and not
be restricted to liquids during an estimated six- to eight-week recovery period.
"We take a titanium plate, bend it and
adapt it to the contours of the facial

bones and then secure it in place with
screws," surgeon Daniel Pituch said.
"This kind of state-of-the-art technology allowed us to successfully treat Mr.
Roethlisberger's facial fractures."
As a result, the 240-pound
Roethlisberger probably won't lose as
much weight as he would have on an
all-liquid diet. The Steelers have not
given a timetable for his return, but they
are optimistic he will be ready for their
Sept. 7 opener against Miami.
One of the team's concerns was how
long Roethlisberger would need to
regain his weight and strength after
being unable to work out for what might
be an extended period.
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Pittsburgh's Zach Duke pitched
five innings last night. The
Pirate right-hander allowed five
runs on 10 hits and struck out
two.

Duke
of All
PIRATES' PITCHER
COMES THR()U(;H
WITH-ARM ANI)-BAT
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Freddy
Sanchez jokes that Pirates teammate
Zach Duke has a pretty swing for a
pitcher, but rarely does much with it.
On a night Duke didn't pitch nearly
as well as usual, that bat certainly
came in handy.
Jose Castillo homered and drove
in four runs and Duke was more
effective at the plate than on the
mound with three RBIs, leading
Pirates past the St. Louis Cardinals,
9-7 Wednesday night.
"It's very nice to know I did contribute somewhere," Duke said.
"Any thing you can do to help the
team, that's the most important
thing. I'm pretty proud I was able to
do something."
The last-place Pirates got a rare
victory against NL Central leader Si.
Louis, which lost for the 10th time
in 17 games. The Pirates were 1-6
against the Cardinals this season and
5-18 the last two seasons, and had
dropped 33 of 44 to them at home
since PNC Park opened in 2(101.
Duke (5-6) has seen the Pirates
lose seven of his 14 starts hy one
run, only to get the decision after
making one of his worst starts this
season. The left-hander gave up 10
hits and five runs in five innings, but
left with a 6-5 lead after twice delivering run-scoring singles against
opposing starter Sidney Ponson (42).
"When you gi.,e up five runs,
you don't expect to win." Duke said.
Castillo had an RBI double in the
second — one of three Pirates three- .
run innings. He then made it 9-5
with a three-run homer off reliever
Brad Thompson in the sixth, a drive
to left that followed Craig Wilson's
double and Sanchez's walk.
Castillo is developing into one of 1
the NL's better offensive second .`
basemen in his third season as a regular, with 10 homers, 38 RBIs and a '
.297 average with 96 games remain- .
ing. The homer was Castillo's second in 12 games since he homered
in five consecutive games from May
26-L
1. e hasn't had many worse
outings in his 28 starts since joining
the Pirates' rotation a year ago, but
hasn't had a better night at the plate.
He made it 3-I with a two-run single
to right in the second inning then.
after giving up four runs in the
Cardinals' third to fall behind 5-3,
came back with another RBI single
in the three-run fourth that put
Pittsburgh back into the lead.
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National League Standings
All Throe CDT
East Division
W L Pet GB
New YOril
41 23.641
—
Philadelphia
33 32.508 8 1/2
Atlanta
12
30 36455
Washington
30 37.44812 1/2
Florida
25 37.403
15
Central Olvision
W L Pct GB
St Louis
—
38 26.594
Cincinnati
2
37 29.581
Houston
34 32.515
5
kAtivraukee
32 35.478 7 1/2
Chicago
26 38.406
12
Pittsburgh
13
26 40.394
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Anzona
35 30.538
—
Los Angeles
35 30.538
—
San Diego
1
34 31.523
Colorado
2
33 32.508
San Francisco
33 32.506
2

AP

the Cleveland Indians, left, and New York Yankees, right, gather around home plate during the seventh inning after the
Indians'
Eduardo Perez approached the pitching mound Wednesday night at Yankee Stadium. Yankees' pitcher Randy Johnson was
elected from the game.
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took a few steps toward the
pitcher.
Posada stepped in front of
Perez as both benches emptied,
but no punches were thrown.
Randy Johnson and Torre were
immediately ejected as the
crowd of 53,448 chanted
"Randy! Randy!" with delight.
The ejection ended one of the
best starts of a disappointing
season for Randy Johnson, who
has been struggling with his
mechanics.
He allowed one run and four
hits in 6 1-3 innings for his 271st
win, striking out six and walking
none.
The Big Unit, who walked
five batters in his previous start,
retired 11 straight before Perez's
leadoff single in the fifth. Perez
scored on Ben Broussard's double-play grounder.
Perez is 9-for-29 (.310)
against Randy Johnson with
four homers, a double and seven
Rangers 8, White Sox 0
At Arlington, Texas, Vicente
Padilla struck out seven in eight
innings, and Hank Blalock
homered for Rangers.
Padilla (6-4) allowed only
three singles. After allowing
runners in each of the first four
innings, the right-hander retired
14 of the last 16 batters he faced.
Javier Vazquez (7-4) struck
out seven over six innings, but
allowed six runs and 10 hits to
end his three-game winning
streak.
Twins 8, Red Sox I
Jason Kubel homered again
and Justin Momeau hit a grand

•Brawl
From Page 10
sors you; that's the goal of every
angler."
For Menendez, returning
home to fish in a professional
tournament is a triumph of sorts
after a difficult 2005.
A lengthy battle with viral
meningitis interrupted and
threatened Menendez's career
last year. He contracted the illness while fishing in a tournament in Alabama in February
2005. What followed was a 16day stay in the hospital and three
months of bed rest at home.
However,
Menendez

rebounded successfully in June
of that year by winning the first
tournament he competed in after
his illness — capturing first
place in a Bassmaster Elite tour
event in Lanette, Ala.
"I lost my Elite 50 status, and
I only competed in two events in
2005," Menendez recalled. "But
I came back strong and in maybe
a higher position than when I
left.
"I still have some problems.
The heat really bothers me, and
sometimes I just don't have
enough energy. But I feel good
now...

753-8355
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By The Associated Press
Randy Johnson thinks it was
.$ step in the right direction.
Yankees manager Joe Torre figqres it could be a whole lot
more.
Johnson's encouraging outing ended abruptly when he was
ejected for throwing inside, and
New York beat the slumping
Cleveland Indians 6-1 in a testy
game Wednesday.
Johnny Damon and Andy
Phillips homered for New York,
which won its second straight
after dropping four in a row.
Bernie Williams added a key
RBI double and Robinson Cano
had three
hits, sending
Cleveland to its 14th loss in 16
games at Yankee Stadium since
the start of 2002.
Indians starter Jason Johnson
couldn't equal The Big Unit in a
matchup of Johnson vs.
Johnson, and Cleveland's dangerous lineup was shut down for
thIeciis&iitivè night.
The Indians have lost five of six,
and eight of 11 overall.
Derek Jeter got buzzed up
and in during the fifth inning,
and Jorge Posada and Jason
Johnson (3-7) exchanged words
after the New York catcher was
hit near the elbow by a pitch in.
the sixth. That's when both
benches were warned.
With Randy Johnson (8-5)
nursing a 6-1 lead the following
inning, Eduardo Perez, a longtime nemesis, came to the plate
with one out and nobody on.
The Big Unit threw his first
itch way inside, and Perez
inted his bat at the mound and
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slam for the Twins.
Kubel, whose grand slam
gave the Twins a 5-2 win in the
12th inning the night before, hit
a two-run shot in the second off
Matt Clement (5-5). Momeau's
slam in the sixth was the sixth of
the season for Minnesota, and
the fourth in eight days. The
team record is eight, set in 1961.
Brad Radios (5-7) allowed
one run in six innings to get the
win.
Athletics 7, Mariners 2
At Oakland, Calif., Dan
Haren (6-5) pitched seven
strong innings and the A's won
their season-high sixth straight.
Jason Kendall and Bobby
Kielty each drove in two runs as
the A's extended their win streak
against Seattle to eight games.
Seattle's Ichiro Suzuki collected two hits, extending his
hitting streak to 14 games.
Joel Pineiro (5-7) allowed
seven runs and six hits in fourplus innings-for the-Mariners,
Blue Jays 6, Orioles 3
Alex Rios, Frank Catalanotto
and Vernon Wells homered to
lead the visiting Blue Jays to the
win.
Rids and Catalanotto hit
back-to-back homers in the first
off Rodrigo Lopez (4-8) — the
first two batters the right-hander
faced. It was the seventh time

this season Toronto has hit consecutive home runs.
Wells hit a solo shot off
Lopez in the third for the Blue
Jays, who have won two straight
following a three-game losing
skid.
Vinny Chulk (1-0) pitched an
inning for the win and B.J. Ryan
pitched two hitless innings for
his 16th save.
Devil Rays 5, Tigers 1,
12 Innings
Jorge Cantu hit a three-run
double in the 12th to help the
visiting Devil Rays get the win.
Toby Hall and Travis Lee
both singled off Todd Jones (15) with no outs in the 12th.
Jones got Julio Lugo to bunt into
a force at third and Carl
Crawford to pop out but then hit
Rocco BaldeM to load the bases.
Cantu followed Baldelli with
a bases-clearing liner into rightcenter field. Damon Hollins
added an RBI double to give
Tampa-Bay.a-four-run lead.
Brian Meadows (2-1) threw
two scoreless innings to get the
win for Tampa Bay.
Royals 4,Angels 3
Mau Stairs drove in the goahead run with an RBI single in
the
eighth, ,and
Mark
Grudzielanek .,-tiomered for
Kansas City.

Tuesday's Games
Florida 4, Atlanta 1
Si Louis 2, Pittsburgh 1
N Y Mets 9. Philadelphia 7
Colorado 9. Washington 2
Milwaukee 6, Cincinnati 4
Houston 9, Chicago Cubs 2
Arizona 2, San Francisco 1
San Diego 9, L.A Dodgers 1
Wednesday's Games
Cinc:nnati 3. Milwaukee 0, 11 innings
Florida 6, Atlanta 5. 10 innings
Pittsburgh 9. St Louis 7
NY Mets 9, Philadelphia 3
Colorado 14, Washington 8
Houston 5, Chicago Cubs 4
San Francisco 11, Arizona 4
San Diego 5, L A. Dodgers 3
Thursday's Games
St. Louis (Mulder 5-4) at Pittsburgh
(Santos 4-6). 1135 am
N.Y. Mets (Tracheal 3-4) at Philadelphia
(Lidle 4-5). 1205 p.m.
Colorado (Jennings 4-8) at Washington
(Hernandez 5-6), 1205 pm
Houston (Name 2-3) at Chicago Cubs
(Zambian° 5-3), 1.20 p.m.
L.A. Dodgers (Billingsley 0-0) at San
Diego (Young 6-3), 2.35 p.m.
San Francisco (Morris 3-7) at Anzona
(Batista 6-3), 5:40 p.m.
Atlanta (Sosa 1-8) at Florida (Nolasco
4-3), 6:05 p.m
Friday's Gimes
Detroit (Robertson 6-3)a* Chicago
Cubs(Marmot 1-0). 1:20 p.m.
Minnesota (Linen° 5-1) at Pittsburgh
(Snell 7-3), 6:05 p.m.
N V Yankees(Chacon 4-1) at
Washington (Hill 1-1), 8:05 p.m
Tampa Bay (Shields 2-0) at
Philadelphia (Hamels 1-1), 8:05 p m
Baltimore (Bedard 5-6) at N.Y Mets
(Sanchez 2-1);6.10 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Garcia 7-4) al
Cincinnati (Claussen 3-7), 610 p.m
Boston (Lester 0-0) at Atlanta (Hudson
6-4), 6-35 p m
Toronto (Taubenham 0-3) at Florida
(Oben 5-3), 635 p.m.
Cleveland (Sabathia 5-2) at Milwaukee
-4C.apuano 6-4).7:05 p.m.. .
,,
Attcona (Webb 8-1) at Texas (Millwood
7-3), 7:05 p.m.
Karma City (Elarton 1-8) at Houston
(Buchholz 34), 7:05 p.m.
Colorado(CoCA 54)at ST Louis
(Marquis 8-4), 7:10 p.m.
San Francisco (Lowry 2-4) at Seattle .
(Meche 8-4), 9:05 p.m.
L.A. Dodgers(Tomko 5-5) at Oakland
(Zito 7.3), 9:05 p.m.
San Diego (Hensley 4-5) at L.A Angels
(Jeff Weaver 3-9). 9-05 p m

Meadow Loom Obanding
AN Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pet GE
New York
—
37 26.597
Boston
1
ail 27 571
Toronto
36 29.554
2
Baltimoie
30 37 448
9
Tampa Bay
27 39.40911 1/2
Central Division
W L Pet GB
Detroit
42 24 636
—
Chicago
IC 25 615 1112
Cleveland
30 34 469
11
Minnesota
11
30 34 469
Kansas City
17 47.266
24
West Division
W L Pet 013
Texas
35 31 530
—
Oakland
34 31 523 1/2
Seattle
31 36 463 4 1/2
Los Angeles
29 36 446 51/2

Tuesday's Games
Detroit 7. Tampa Bay 1
N sir Yankees 1, Cleveland 0
Toronto 7. Baltimore 1
Chicago White Sox 5, Texas 2
Minnesota 5, Boston 2, 12 innings
Oakland 2, Sean* 0
L A Angels 4. Kansas City 1
Wednesday's GAMINS
Tampa Bay 5, Detroit 1, 12 innings
IS Y Yankees 6. Cleveland 1
Toronto 6, Baltimore 3
Texas 8, Chicago White Sox 0
Minnesota 8, Boston 1
Oakland 7, Seattle 2
Kansas City 4. L.A Angels 3
Thursday's Games
Baltimore (Cabrera 4-2) at Toronto (Lilly
5-7), 1137 a.m.
Tampa Bay(Fossum 2-2) at Detroit
(Miner 1-1), 12:05 p.m
Cleveland (Lee 4-5) at N V Yankees
(Mussina 8-2), 12:05 pm
Seattle (Washburn 4-7) at Oakland
(Loaiza 1-3), 2:35 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Buehrle 6-4) at
Texas (Rheinecker 2-0), 7.05 p.m
Boston (Wakefield 4-7) at Minnesota
(Silva 2-8). 7110 p.m.
Kansas City (Wood 3-2) at LA Angels
(Lackey 4-4), 9.05 p m
Friday's Games
Detroit (Robertson 6-3) at Chicago
Cubs(Marmot 1-0), 1 20 p m
Minnesota (Linano 5-1) at Pittsburgh
(Snell 7-3). 6 05 p m
N Y Yankees (Chacon 4-1) at
Washington (Hill 1-1) 6 05 p m
Tampa Bay (Shields 2-0) at
Philadelphia (Hamels 1-1), 6 05 p m
Baltimore (Bedard 5-6) at N Y Mets
(Sanchez 2-1). 6 10 p m
Chicago White Sox (Garcia 7-4) at
Cincinnati (Clausen 3-7). 6 10 p m
Boston (Lester 0-0) at Atlanta (Hudson
6-4), 6.35 pm
Toronto (Taubenheim 0-3) at Florida
(Olsen 5-3), 6:35 pm
Cleveland (Sabathia 5-2) at Milwaukee
(Capueno 6-4), 7:05 p.m
ArIZOna (Webb 8-1) at Texas (Millwood
7-3), 705 p.m:
Kansas City (Berton 1-8) at Houston
031ic(Sthol? 31),
San Francisco (Lowry 14( at Seattle
(Mocha 6-4), 9:05 p m
L.A Dodgers(Tomko 5-5) at Oakland
(Z(to 7-3), 91)5 p.m
San Diego (Hensley 4-5) at L.A. Angels
(Jeff Weaver 3-9) 9 05 pm

01110 VALLEY CONFERENCE

'Breds bring home sportsmanship award
By MSU Sports Information
and coaches, especially when the honor is Hamilton Sportsmanship Award, presented
On Wednesday, the Ohio Valley bestowed by one's peers. The Murray State annually to a male or female student-athlete
Conference announced its final set of recip- baseball program is to be congratulated for ofjunior or senior standing who best exemients for the leagUe's inaugural Team its dedication to excellence."
plifies the characteristics of the late
Sportsmanship Awards. Among the squads
"I am honored that the other teams in the Morehead State student-athlete, coach and
capturing the honor for the spring season league feel that way about us," stated MSU administrator.
was the Murray State Thoroughbred base- head coach Rob McDonald. "It is a tribute
Five years later, the conference added
ball team.
to the quality of players we have in our pro- the OVC Sportsmanship Award, presented
Voted on by the student-athletes and gram."
annually to the member institution selected
coaches of the respective sports, the team
"I am very proud of the baseball team by its peers to have best exhibited the stanawards are bestowed upon the conference and Coach McDonald," noted Murray State dards of sportsmanship and ethical behavior
squads deemed to have best exhibited the athletics director Allen Ward. "Rob has as outlined by the OVC and NCAA.
standards of sportsmanship and ethical shown great leadership, and I congratulate
In 1995, the Ohio Valley Conference
behavior as outlined by the OVC and them for being recognized by their peers implemented
a
first-of-its-kind
NCAA. Included in the areas for evaluation within the conference. They are very Sportsmanship Statement, a policy promotare the conduct of student-athletes, coaches, deserving."
ing principles of fair play, ethical conduct
staff, administrators and fans.
Implemented in August 2005, the team and respect for one's opponent.
"The team sportsmanship awards high- honors are the most recent addition to an
The statement answered the challenge of
light a core value of the Ohio Valley awards program that recognizes and cele- the NCAA Presidents Commission to
Conference," said OVC Commissioner Dr. brates
sportsmanship
within
the improve sportsmanship in collegiate athletJon A. Steinbrecher. "It is a privilege to rec- Conference.
ics, and has become a model for others to
ognize the leadership of student-athletes
In 1998. the league established the Steve follow across the nation.
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TV, radio
Today
GOLF
2pm
NBC — USGA U S Open
ChlImPSOnithip first round at
Mamaroneck, N
4 p.m.
ESPN — USGA. U S Open
ChsiTIPonship, first round Pan 11 at
Mamaroneck. N
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6 p.m
TBS - - Atlanta at Florida
7 p.m.
ESPN2 - Boston at Minnesota
NBA BASKETBALL
8 p.m.
Playoffs finals game 4 Dallas
ABC
at Miami
SOCCER
1:86 p.m.
ESPN -- FIFA World Cup first ',kind
Sweden vs Paraguay at Berlin

Rear Tine Tiller
Sod Cutter

Floor Buffer ,

Drain Rooter

•

Pressure Washer

Stump Grinder

Front-End Loader, Back Hoe
John Deere- Tractor

Aerators & Rollers

Over Seeder
& Power Rake

MURRAY HOME B AUTO

Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 753-2571 • Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Sat. 7:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m. • www.murrayhomeandauto.com
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie 753-1927
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•
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Office
Ave.
Whitnell
1001
or stop by our office at
140
Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
010
Wage Bey
Apartments
Lama
Notice
City of Hazel
Delinquent 2005 Taxes
Tax liens have been filed with the Calloway County Clerk's
Office against the following named persons or properties. Total
amounts include 10% penalties.
Hill No.
5
34
52
53
58
61
62
63
92
107
109
127
145
151
152
198
208
227
228
232
23:3
118
246
266
271
272
279
290
304

Name
Anderson, Harold B.
Cathey, Charles
Crass, Carolyn
Crawford, Kevin & Melissa
Davis, Christopher
Dick, Stanley
Dick, Stanley W
Dick, Stanley W
Gardner, Ronald
Harrell, Billy
Harrell, Billy
Hutson, Donald & Lisa
Lawrence, Sharyn
Martin, Dwayne
Martin, Leonard C.
Pittman, Katherine
Raspberry, Bud,& Et Al
Reibitz, Ola Mae
Riedel, Brian
Rogers, Howard L. Jr.
Rogers, Jimmy & Nancy
Rogers, Steven
Sons, Randy & Heather Moore
Swick, Keith & Rinda
Teague, Rubener
Tharpe, Janie . .
Todd, Sandra . .
Walther, Scott & Karen
Wilson.(:.ti

Amount Due
$11.00
$41.25
$164.98
$247.50
$33.00
$2.75
$27.50
$49.50
$38.50
$12.10
$22.00
$11.00
$55.00
$27.50
$330.00
$16.50
$330.00
$11.00
$165.00
$211.75
$202.95
$41.25
$99.00
$206.25
$137.50
$275.00
$192.50
$467.50
$16.50
$3,446.28

Total Tuxes Due

PUBLIC SALE
Neon Beach Mini Storage
812 Whitnell Ave.
Thurs...lune. 15th • 5 p.m.
Units to he sold are A-31.11-8. B-11,
11.39,8.69. BM. D-4, E-17 & F-16
due to

1111111)(,R WI 11
I tul".,Otttlio
heddine • Semor
intage and Fun Photos
Restorations

753-1001

CONSTRUCTION
HEAVY CIVIL AND
UNDERGROUND UTILITY
SEEKING:
Individuals with a minimum of 2 years experience who
art professional. skilled and career-onented. and desire to
'inn a team with an excellent reputation of high values to
fill the following positions in the Hoplunsville region +reject Superintendents
+reject Managers
-Skilled Laborers
-Heavy Equipment Operators
OFFERING: Competitive wages, benefits package
Send resume with professional references or
make application at. Scott & Ritter. Inc.
2385 Barren River Road
PO Box 749
Bowling Green. KY 42102-0749
A drugtree workplace. Scott & Ritter. Inc. is an
Equal Opportunity Employer

CNA/CMA full time 10PM-6AM.
Prefer cenitied Medication Aide, but will train.
Pleasant atmosphere, good working conditions.
Apply in person at: Fern Terrace Lodge.
1505 Stadium View Drive
EOE

REGISTERED NURSES
Ilemy County Medical Center is seeking RNs
for MI Med/Surg, Labor & Delivery,
Ps”.hiatry. Emergency Room, and Outpatient
Surgery Full-time and part-time positions are
as ailable 'the schedules are 12 hours and vary
detx•nding on the unit.
Must be a registered nurse licensed in
.lennessee Neve grads are welcome.
We oiler excellent benefits, a' competitive
salary paCkage, sign-on bonus & a career ladder
program Interested candidates should send
resume or apply in person.
Henry Country Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris,'IN 38242
731-644-8472
.
.
1.qual Opportunity Employer

1.1KP:A CHALLEN(E?
ENJOY SALES?
ipporturfily to cam S50,155/• a yea. plus holt I,'

\_F: 11 1 RE I 1 1 I

JUST give us a call.
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

PURCHASE FORD
Is looking for 2 stu.i.es, oriented
vienee a bonus.
intik idttal%. Sale*. opt.
hut will train.
Call 101 Ail .11)111,11iiiiient•- ask lot \I of Roli

270-247-9300

Call 753-1916
Dayjah Louise Coleman exclaims,
herel ime to celebrate."
/MIL
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BLUEBERRIES
P" SI 50 per
pound Open Tuesday
Thursday Satuday
94 West Lynn Grove
Left on 893. l2mdeon
right
BLUEGRASS Gardens
Dayisty r arm
684 Crossland Rd.
Wed- Sat
Murray
10AM 4 30PliA
soeciats
GALLOWAY County
Pictorial History &
Fen* History Bookisl
759-4938/753-2350

COME see the Likes
Its peak bloom at
Outside Inn Daytily
Nursery
565 Magness Rd.
Harlan, KY
Open 8-6 Mon thru
Sat. 437-4015 or
703-7069
he' hili•3idet1
!mot \
1 htitaiv% has
mused III Ittll's
11%s s 121 Its riass
\orth. 71117-0045

LOST key nng with u
keys. one is camou
liege, one has word
Jeep on it. one is plain
Also has a multi-colored fhpflop shoe on
ring Lost either at
Penney's,
Goody's.
Discount
Pagliai's
Tobacco or Weimar! If
found, please call 7530560 or 227-5590
01
"484
2 helpers for a fast
growing plumbing company Residential work
Call 731-336 1340 or
after 5PM 731 642
4872

A child needs you'
Become a foster parent up to $36 day
WKUMFS
270-443-9004
_
AVON help needed No
quotas, no inventory
$10 investment Cali
1.877 420Tammy
6567 Toll Free
machine
BINDERY
operator, printing &
design firm located in
Paducah is seeking
e xpenenced bindery
and mailing equipment
operator Send resume
to Zebra Graphics 1611
Ave
Kentucky
Paducah. KY 42003
Attention Steve
CDL drivers dump
trucks. 753-1537 or
759-0501
person
DELIVERY
w/small auto Must
know Calloway county
Earn $50-5100 per day
Details 731-967-8975
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Hotel Apply in
person after 6.00PM.

Taking applications
for all positions. 1)a
& night.;kiwi% in
person at Sonic.
217 S. 12th, Nliirra.
No phone calls.

EMERINE
Construction
Company.
Incorporated a local
company, is now taking applications for the
killOWtflg experienced
concrete hnishers
experienced carpenters for concrete forming experienced heavy
equipment operators.
and COL licensed
truck drivers Call for
appointment 753-8986
Of 293-5462
FAST paced retail
store Must have people telephone. & computer skills Personal
appearance is important Must be able to Oft
and do warehouse
759-4979
duties
8 00am-5 00pm
FiDALGO Bay Coffee
located at 12th and
Payne is now hiring full
& part time employees
to become Banstas
Please send resume to
Manager, Ficialgo Bay
Coffee Shop, P.O. Box
Murray, KY
1402
42071

parents
FOSTER
needed Earn S36/clay
by opening your home
to a child in need. Call
NECCO at
866-306-3226
and Part
OUTSIDE
Time
GROUNDS MAINTENANCE person, Part
time HOUSEKEEPING
Call
POSITIONSportsman's ANCHOR
Monday
RESORT
through Friday 8:30 to
4:30 only for job application and interview
(270)354-6568. Must
have valid drivers
license and be available to work on WOOFULL

TWIN

ends

INTEGRITY
Employment
Solobons has open
ings for electrical and
construction sales Call
270-395-0342
INTEGRITY
Employment
Solutions has openings for LPNs & RNs.
Call 270-306-0342

LOCALLY owned serv
ce station looking for
self-motivated, energetic and service onented individuals with
mechanical
minor
knowledge to fill FTT
and PIT positions.
Apply in person at 516
S. 12th Murray. No
phone calls please.

BUYING junk cars
rucks, tractors and
metal boats. 436-5235
BUYING U.S. Silver
coins. 753-1376
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

0Th DRIVERS NEEDED. COMPETITIVE
WAGES AND BENEPACKAGE.
FITS
HOME WEEKENDS.
MUST HAVE CLASS A
CDL WITH MINIMUM 3
YEARS OTR EXPERIENCE. CLEAN MVR.
(800)468-6087
Clean
PLUMBER.
MVR, 5 years experience. Service work for
company.
growing
Send resume to P.O.
BOA 310-104, Pans, TN
38242 or call after 5PM
731-642-4872
OUIZNO'S Subs now
seeking assistant manager with the possibility
of future store management. Must be able to
work full time which will
include days, nights
weekends.
and
Management experience preferred. Please
pick up applications
between 1PM-5PM.

GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
WANT to buy standing
timber. Export logs.
Post oak 20 in & up at
little end. Red Oak,
White Oak, Walnut.
Five acres or more.
Night 270-838-8465,
Office 270-838-0258,
Cell 731-514-4148

RESORT has PT openings in Housekeeping
and Maintenance. 4362345
REWARDING Career
Opportunity.
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated, hardworking team player.
Excellent fringe benefits. Complete training
provided. Bnng or mail
resume to: Fleming
Furniture 3060 Hwy.
641 N. Murray, KY
42071.
advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
vainest; $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9tun-lpm only!
1-800-578-8799
SERVICEMASTER is
taking applications for
janitorial
weekend
work. Call
270-443-8146
TAKING applications
Full-time
a
for
Bookkeeper/Office
Manager, must know
Quick Books, must
have experience in
Bookkeeping
Accounting, payroll,
accounts recervable &
computer
payable,
skills, typing skills &
_internat. Non-smoking
environment. Salary is
with
commensurate
expenence. Call Doug
Turner (270)437-3940
WANTED: Belly Dance
Instructor. Call Family
Fitness Center Ask for
Sue (270)761-3737
WOODWORKERS
needed. Part-time flexible hours. Experience
required. Great for
retirees. 761-3408

CERAMIC & Quarry
Warehouse
tile.
cleanout sale. Prices
5012-61 per
from
range
square foot. Located at
Futrell Tile, Inc.,4 miles
outside Murray off
641S. Open 8:00-4:30
Monday-Friday. Sale
lasts June 15-June 29.
Phone (270)492-8158
prom
CINDERELLA
dreams. I SiZiO 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
Purifiers:
HOME
remove smoke, pet
odors, kills germs, bacteria & dust mites,
breath clean fresh air.
Covers up to 3,000 sq.
ft. 5 day free trial in
your home. For more
info. call
(270)978-0343
NICE Hitachi 60^ rear
protection TV. 4 years
old, $500. 753-0089
OPEN 24/7
Rex's Worm Farm,
4600 Irvin Cobb Rd.,
Murray, KY 42071.
Ph. 270-436-2189.
Rechvorms, nightcrawlers, waxworms,
meahvonns.
Meahvorms, 1,000:
$12 post paid. Ship
meahvorms only.
PLAYSTAT1ON 1 & 2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square.
Huge Selection, Great
Prices! 753-0530
WEDDING dress. size
10, strapless, ivory,
$300.(270)556-6499

AMANA washer and
dryer. Must sell. $125
for the pair. Will not sell
separately. Call
753-5614
USED
APPLIANCES
Ward Elkiris
753 1713

11:Firsn &Owen
[
&Cillaws
BABYSITTER needed
hAl none for summer,
then part time after
school Must have ref227-1094
erences
leave message
CLEANING houses or
business References
available
2701‘,2- 1)521

ornamental
LARGE
nursery trees, starting
at $25.00. 293-8887
Craftsman
SERIES
6 Slip push mower, like
new, has 10 mo. Sears
warranty left $125.00
781-4390
1111IsLOIN Mis
111
COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre, $10,500
753-8012

MOM COMPUTERS
A. Ceillisd Technician
Service/ repairs
TIMIS

EL"
ANT1OUES,C
753-9893

try

16X80, 38R, 26A,
completely remodeled
Set up at E-15 Coach
DIOS.Cal 707-031a
29R rnoblls home and
lot 513,900 753-0012

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42(171

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

For Rant
2BR duplex 6425.00
month 293-7738 or
293-1446

3 BEDROOM 2 BATH
only
Doublewide
$39,9991! Land packages available!!
731-584-9109

2BR, central gas heat,
central air. $275 and
up, some with new carpet Coleman RE 7594118
BARN apt, 3-br, 1 bath,
3 stalls, tack/wash
rooms, pasture. Hazel.
Curtis (731)498-6435

4 BEDROOM,2 BATH
only
wide
Single
$19,9951! This won't
last long. Call now!!
731-6844429
BEAUTIFUL 4 BEDROOM 3 BATH with
fireplace, tons of cabinets & huge master
Only
bedroom!!
$69,995!!!
731-584-9430

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has 1&2BR
apartments available. 1
year lease. 1 month
deposit. No pets. Call
753-2905

GREAT Deal
2003 16x80 Sunshine
38R, 2 bath, fireplace,
new laminate flooring,
whirlpool appliances,
C/H/A, only $25,900
OBO (270)436-5289
(270)227-9141

LIKE new, 1 BR apt, all
appliances, Brooklyn
Dr. 270-435-4382 or
leave message.
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
38R 6425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointmerit
753-8221

PRE-OWNED mobile
homes. Excellent condition. '96 and newer
models. We deliver and
set up 270-489-2525.
liters Rs Rent
2BR 2BA on half acre
lot. Freshly painted,
some new carpet, yard
mowing included. $275
a month plus deposit
No inside pets. Call
270-623-6314 or 9949064
NICE 2BR mobile
home, No pets.
753-9866
SMALL 2BR
753-6012

NICE 2BR duplex with
carport. 753-7457 or
436-6357
NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4964.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

$185

QUIET, new duplex
2BR 2BA off Robertson
Rd. on Bambi St.
Available July 15. Call
270-376-2746 or
270-841-5853

2,822 sq.ft. office o
etail. 1306 N. 12th
753-2905 or 293-1480
320
F0/11.11

1 & 2 bdr income
based apts. No pets.
Leave a message.
270-753-1970
1 BR apt, stove, refrigerator, water & garbage
furnished $250.00/mo.
753-2225
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
starting at 5200/mo.
753-4109.

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668,

1&2BR near MSU.
Appliances furnished.
Coleman RE
753-9896

UNIVERSITY Heights
is now accepting applications for 1 & 2 BR
rental assisted apartments. M-W-TH, 8-5.
1734 Campbell St.
Hearing
759-2282
Impaired only 1-800Equal
648-6056.
Housing Opportunity.

1. 2. 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606

3/0
limns NsSW

1,2. & 3EIR apts available. Please call
753-8221.

1 BR house in country
water furnished. no
pets. 753-0728

.1BR 1 bath washer &
cliYei. $335
•2171R. 1 Bath apt, id,
appliances. wed. $425.
•113R. 1 bath, with
study. w/c1, $350.
753-7559

2BR. stove, refrigerator, w/d hookup, central
H/A. $550 mo. 1 mo
deposit, 12 mo. lease
No pets. 753-2259.
527-8174

1BR, all appliances.
Oaks Apts.. starting at
$275. Coleman RE
759-4118

3 bedroom 1 bath,
1,800 sq. ft. Calk)way
County. 438-2472 for
info.

NEON BEAC
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available
"Now Have
Climate Control

753-3

HOP
sale
IOW
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CLASSIFIEDS

Nturray Ledger & 'rinses

ESTATE .ktv("I'ION
Saturday, June 17, 2006•10 a.m.
1430 Locust Grove Road
From Murray, KY take 121 South to Locust Grove Road,
follow to auction'. Mrs. Juanita Hargis Estate

•
Gilded

21z.".:111

Y4=1

283
nts

p.m.

Nice 4 piece bedroom suite - nice three piece bedroom suite oval
bubble picture - other old & nice picture frames - 2 nice sofas & chairs
- recliner - other nice odd chairs - nice loveseat - area rugs - nice coffee tables & lamp tables - nice table & reading lamps - glasstop tables
- nice wall mirror - small marble top table - oak plant stand - oil painting - wicker basket - magazine rack - baker's rack • wood cabinet nice picture easel - color t.v. - V.C.R. - record player - wood breakfast
table & chairs - dining table & chairs - nice curio cabinet - nice cedar
chest - roseback chair - nice patio set with glider, 4 chairs & small
table - fancy needlework - kerosene lamp - makeup table & mirror nice Hamilton clock - nice tablecloths & quilts - electric sewing
machine - small 2-drawer chest - nice frost free refrigerator - large
George Foreman grill - nice tins some hinged - hand & face towels Johnson Bros. England wall plates - 6 Kentucky Derby glasses - cake
stand with dome - 6 place setting of chicken dishes - lots of other
chicken items - Mr. & Mrs. Roho - shaker set pitchers - cookie jar - 10
place setting of Daniel stoneware - 2-3 other sets of fine china - set of
Pyrex mixing bowls - other sets of mixing bowls - nice Bavarian
pieces - school teachers bell - large lot of good glassware - pitcher &
glass sets - candy dishes - stem fruiters - sandwich pattern - nice canister set - crystal stems Homer Laughlin tureen - nice mantel vases
1840 Rogers flatware - devil egg plate with shakers - 4 place set of
stoneware - hearth side pitcher - Clark Gable coffee mugs - nice tea or
water glasses - golden wheat 22-K pieces - old perfume bottle - nice
cutlery set - brass items - hammered aluminum pieces - pickle & relish dishes - Occupied Japan pieces - nice large figurines • large lot of
clean baking dishes and pots and pans - large lot cast iron pieces - iron
& porcelain muffin rings & cornstick cookware - small kitchen appliances - Mandrake bjg little book - carnival bowl - small china bell collection - porcelain rose pedals for bud vases - Barbie dolls & other
dolls - Lucky Strike metal cigarettes - craft items. This is a nice clean
auction. Many items not listed.
Auction held rain or shine. Lunch available.
Not responsible for accidents.
Ii

11;;;II
x $425.00
3-7738 or
al gas heat,
. $275 and
ith new caran RE 759-

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, June 17, 2006• 10:00 A.M.

3-br, 1 bath,
tack/wash
sture. Hazel,
)498-6435
Rentals
has 1&2BR
S available. 1
e. 1 month
o pets. Call
a

1 BR apt, all
s. Brooklyn
35-4382 or
* k Apts.
'emodeled
$290.00
$340.00
$425.00
•'sit special
. applicants.
hours 8-2
.n-Fn
, for appoint,
- duplex with
753-7457 or
LEASING
.room Apts.
ept Section
.uchers.
ur-Cal Apts.
rthwood Dr
.nday,
.ay, Friday.
759-4984.
I Housing
•.rtunity
:.0-648-6056
new duplex
off Robertson
Bambi St.
July 15. Call
746 or
. 3
AKS APTS.
0 Deposit
rom $280
rom $325
Today!
•ITY Heights
'ing aPPII.r 1 & 2 BR
.sisted apart-W-TH, 8-5.
ampbell St.
•
Hearing
only 1-800Equal
•
• •• (iffy.

Ni MILLER 435-4144 DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRI' D. PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS
Licensed & Bonded in KY & 'Fenn. #1281 Firm 2333
-My Service Dorm
11 Pays"

PERSONAL PROPERTY OF

BARBARA TIBBS

'1--/-iffeitif)Williffiv7/2.,71-;1.1* .,'
( ikaassicoia.iririm J16.11-lcnricari)(ABSOLUTE AUCTIO)
Masaa tairsamov. -11aaarsio Z•OrTill - 1 0:4:563 WNW
Kerrewoky West leureery Cieepurarthre
MAO ram Nr or assgo. KANN walk aim iceIiiic up
From Murray Take Hwy 641 North 5 Milee To Harry 1824 -Radio Rd Turn Right
And Proceed NE 1/2 Mile' -Property Fronts Mei 641 ell 57101 Ilse Frontage
.
•
•
•
Rai Estate Terms:
15% Down,
Prime Commercial Real Estate
In 3 Tracts And In Combinations
ealanc• In 3° DiTs1
571'
Of Hwy 641 1
4 Lane
Frontage...
mi.
la 0
....
5 Mlles North
Of Murray
77.
; •
TRACT 3 - 6.2 ACRES IMPROVED WITH A
LIKE NEW ALL STEEL 76' X 200' BUILDING
20' CEILING HEIGHT • CONCRETE FLOOR
DELUXE OFFICES • COMMERCIAL RESTROOMS
50' X 75' SECOND FLOOR WITH 8' CEILING
Tract 1 And Tract 2 Are 2.2 Acres Each Buy Any Individual Tract,
Both Have 285 Of Hwy 541 Frontage
Combination Of Tracts
Entry To All 3 Tracts Is From Hwy 1824 Or The Entire Property'
TO BE SOLD AFTER THE REAL ESTATE
TRACTORS-WHEEL LOADER: Kubota 13710 MFWD, 602 Hrs, HST Trans, Fit
Ms, SN 74968 • Case IN CX80 MFWD, C&A, 880 Hrs, Creeper Gear, Power Reverser,
184-34131 Rubber, 13.6-2481 Fits, En Fenders, SN JKJ238393 • Kubota 13520
Articulating 4x4 Wheel Loader, 1218 Hrs 15.5/160-18 Tees, Counter Weight. Canopy.
Bucket ,Fork Attachments. SN 10090 SKID STEERS-FORK LIFT: Gehl 5635 SX
Series II, 712 His, 12-16.5 Tires, Rr Hyd Stabilizers, Bucket,Fork Attachments, SN
502019• Gehl 6635 DXT Series II. 525 ERS, 2 Spd Turbo Hydro, 12-16.5 Tires, Counter
Wt.Rear Hyd Stabilizers, Bucket,Fork Attachments, SN 807441 • Tracks To Fit Both Of
The Above Machines • Gehl CTL 60, 530 Hrs, Ruttier Tracks, Rear Hyd Stabilizers,
Bucket, Fork Attachments, SN 21301336 • Gehl CTL 60, 644 Hrs,Rubber Tracks, Rear
Hyd Stabilizers, Bucket , Fork Attachments • Hyster H25XL Forklift, 2 Stage Side Shift
Mast, SN 00018271 1E ATTACHMENTS-ACCESSORIES Darncon PL40/75 PTO Drive
3P1 Tree Transplanter, Hyd Mips, SN 200181 •3 Pt Mach Tree Transplanter•OpSmal 650
Tree Spades. SN 65079, 18' To 24' Ball • Two Sets Of Optimal 880 Tree Spades, SN
880014,8 880121, 24' To 36" Ball • Optimal 1100 Tree Spades, SN 110470,36' To 42'
Ball • Jacto Cannon J600 Lo Volume PTO 3Pt Air Blast Sprayer, Elec Controls, SN
26,1682° Woods Gill STR602 3Pt Seeder Roller•Cront 5 1/2' PTO 3 Pt Tiller, SN 66463
A Bradco 625 Skid Steer Quick Attach All Hyd 60' Trencher, SN 52785• Bradco 88861
Skid Steer Quick Attach 6 Way Hyd Fri Mt Blade, SN 72667 • Power Planter 236H Skid
Steer Quick Attach All Hyd Hole Digger v4/181 24' Augers • Bush Hog 7' 3P1 Off Set
MT Cutter• Lerner Skid Steer Quick Attach Potter Unit - 2 Sets Of 15 8 25 Gallon Shovel
Blades • Undavina 600 Enviromist Sprayer On 4 Wheeler, Elec Controls • Honda
Foreman 4x4 ATV 4 Wheeler, 864 Miles • Medium 3 Pt Sprayers • Dipping Vat w/Racks
• Knight 3025 Reel Auggie Mixer Blender w/Scales, SN 0182 • Albans 5' 3P1 Disc
ACCESSORIES 60 Gal Compressor • Pallet Jac* • Deer Guard Plastics • Burlap •
Bamboo 7' Tree Stakes • Fiberglass 8' Tree Stakes Wire Baskets • Plastic PotS •
Fertilizer • Tree Felt • Racks • Shelving • Office !terns - Various Nursery Tree Stock
TRUCKS-TRAILERS'01 Ford F-350 XLT Power Stroke Auto 4 Door 4x4 Dually,
"Loaded'71,000 Mites •'01 Chevy Pickup, Long Bed, 80,000 Miles•'96 Int 4700 24'Van
Truck, 1444E DS Eng, Auto •'89 GMC Bngadier Gay Cab Twin Screw Road Tractor,
Cummins, 9 Spd • 3' Great Dane 45'x98" Flat Traders, Air Ride, Sliding Tandems • 3 Fontaine 48'002' Flat Trailers, Air Ride, Sliding Tandems •2 Axle 18' Tilt Bumper Hitch
Trailer • Neck Over 25'Dual Tandem Trailer w/5'Tale,Ramps Like New 2 Axle 16' Bumper
Hitch Enclosed Trailer w/Front Side Entry •6x12 Till Single Axle Trailer 8 More!!

For Information Call KY West At 270-759-8666

JAMES R. CASH

RAIN OR
SHINE

Corner of Lebanon Street and Hwy. 45 in Wing°, Kentucky in

'RC

"ME AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466
"THE SELLING MACHINE-

1111111111

•• POCKET KNIVES .•
• Pre 1964 Set of 6 XX, Bone Handle, Silver Etching on Handle //744
Matched in Deluxe Presentation Case (Bradford Centennial) • Hen &
Rooster • White Tail • Parker Edwards • Trane Knives • WWII Collectible
Pocket Knife • Ranger Knife • George Jones Limited Edition Pocket Knife•
Old Timer • Barlow •Several Case XX Knives• Robert E. Lee Knife

COIN COLLECTION ••
•Gold Coins Including 1987 & 2002 1/4 oz. American Eagles•5 1/10 Gold
Eagles • 1/4 oz. 250 Peso Gold • Gold French Roosters 1/5 oz.• 1/5 oz.
Gold Kroma • 1/10 oz. Gold Panda • 1/10 oz. Kruggerand • 1882-S Morgan
Silver Dollars • 1935 Silver Certificate • 1963 Red Seal $2.00 Bill • 1920
Silver Walking Half• 1900 & 1900-0 Morgan Silver Dollars•Silver American
Eagles Including One Painted Eagle• 1954 General Motors Token •2 1974
Brown Ikes• 1 1972 Blue Ike • Several 1976 62.00 Bills• 1964 Proof Set •
1988 State of Liberty Half•1856 French Coin Buffalo Nickels • Indian Head
Pennies•Miscellaneous Silver Coins•Ike Dollars• Franklin Halves• Wheat
Pennies• Kennedy Silver Clads• Sterling Kansas Token

VINTAGE & COSTUME JEWELRY

•

• 14 KT Wedding Set with Nice Solitaire & Smaller Stones • 17 Jewel
Waltham Ladies Wrist Watch • 23 Jewel Bulova Ladies Wrist Watch •
Sterling Rings• Several 10 KT and 14 KT Rings • Turquoise Watch Band •
Blended 18 ICI Gold & Sterling Ring (Beautiful)• 14 KT Ring with Smaller
Stone • Earrings • Bracelets • Jewelry Of All Kinds• Many Other Items Too
Numerous To Mention
COME PREPARED TO STAY ALL DAY AND WE STILL WILL HAVE
TO HAVE ANOTHER AUCTION.
PLAN TV ATTEND•BRING A CHAIR•LUNCH AVAILABLE

BILL CFIZAY Sr. StIN
REAL ESTATE & Al 1 FION CO.
17311 479-1620• So. Fulton. I N • Firm #563

Auction & Realty
Olive Branch
Murray.
Conley
A

0 4157 Hwy. 641 South.

KY •.Mike

- Broker &
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Bead(armed I able, ictorian Rocker. el,e(31 Marble Pedestals.(ientlernan • *ardrobc. Cherry Sharing Mimi
White Wicker F urneure.'him I eal Queen AS,,. f elk. Fib.,, Allen Dining Room Sum* 6 Chaim. Matching
(Mine, 3 Cast !run Planter, 2(oncrete Plamer•. Pnrninve Step Rack Chml, Ant ce,,er Atm Chair. Full 4 Po
Mahogany Bed, Matching Claw Foot Ban Hobnail Iron I win Beds. I Pc mmR Sum. Reclaim. Rockers. F or.,,
North, I- rem. Equipment, F Pc Blonde SR Sum. diem,, I hair, Curio Mimi, Bombay Chest. 5 Pc lit
•( lumpy Bed. Vioorian Style ming Room Sun, I g Ant Step Back Chem, Mt Ann(hairs. pl.. •,,
h n
LIASIMAIL: Appro.. 40 pc, Kings( n,w n irS & Floyd ..A•paragus- Saevii.e tor (owed
Collection ol Very Nice Cut(dm, McCoy Planter. IS,,, Pottery. Vintage Copeland Spode.
lisin,,
Ss sss Royalton Chum Mayer China Set, Wedgewood. I tow:wean "Apple" `versa( I,,,,. pa.
lemon Pieces. Storm Hovel * frog. Boum ri Rep tilaue, Psigre Plate. Nippon. Bum Roses. Pressed A
((les, Marble iron. 1.1 Colks1/017 o/ S.11VeI PION & Sm,i,mg S11,1 /WW1, 11 I move Moe,from Warr, .
Red films. Vintage linebel Figurine, Monmouth
Pr Cut(dm,I *mfrs. trims Shoe "dim
,
.
Matching Victorian Hand P•1111.11:.ers. Several(1Ims Balla, Julep
, •
/itri Beam thinks. Beautiful
Lamps. Image nand Named I elery (huh, Plus So Much More Berns
ETV( I. CUB/
C ppe b - h mire
Old(
Indian Am
I g Dough Howl. Smeral
Rug., Cookbooks. Miniature Sad Irons, Collection Autograph Books. S ne hem, Ant (Hamm. Seseral
Boo. Ant (amen, I tether Hound Clam, Books t Shakespeare
Fmemoni. Ant leather
gear B.,•
*al hems. Picture Frames. Dmorati,e
lor all Seasons info I ablecloths. Mid t Mar, ,•
'.•.c trench Band Painted Mantel I tusk. I miller Ik6 tor's Bag. Smeral Nice Mirrors I including
, ing Swords A Mask plus other Ant Sword, Pr 141111.S. ale, Ant M uswal Instrument,. Bra,,
.-•
(odd Po,ket Watch. Ant Footed Coal re, utile, Ilst Pin(ollectson. Ant Ilickory (,ell
, ures. Garden Deeoration, liming S.F. Sundial Ant Piano Scarf. Cr tapestries Isom, signed
.11ection Fish Pont, lot, of Very NICe Print, I Mamma Framed Picture. Athens lower of tot in, 1.
••,hteu• Prints. Engraved Pfeil, la,
o the lost Steeple i ham Race. Set ol 4 Fantail Framed Prints.(nitwit
*sr Penn, Che mu leap by Ser I I andseer Ungrated Framed Print. Ant I ramed Musts Prim, Oti
Inc Ihmanical Pnnts. Franked•F.agrmed Napoleon A Josephine Pont. I g ast Iron trn topiary', lone * I
ind Style Mitk rams Cherub lamp & *Vella Other No e I amps. Q
Quill P,,•Ink So. Archeiccurol FImre
.
Dec, I awn UOM er
'1m.y.. I adder,6ardenony 1,6,1, Heed Fate, I cal Blower.
(°moos, Fumbler Ma,
1,11. Dryer. 1011 & 12fl 1 Aroma, !rec.& Decorations K nidi Knacks ol all K
lot. Much I. sits,,,,,,

Pour), Ctu.

OtttcIlcLtkTm.ceirnv Iron, Paducah. 5, 0 Hu, 52 1
onto ‘• Ace Si Sale will be on the I err at the I YR en I I,

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.

,.rn 1 bath.
ft. Calloway
416 2472 for

Leadirno 314 Woodlaws, Mom,KY • Date & That: Saturday..hume 17, 2006, 10 am
A Directions:
From 12th and Main in Murray go South on 12th Street and turn right at
Auto Parts onto Vine Turn left onto Woodlawn three blocks off 12th Street
R O'Reilly's
Watch for properly and sign on nght

Imbue A Amassers: Dining Room Table with sot chain. Black & Decker Music(
Oven and Broiler Magic Chef microwave. Proctor %lex Coffee Maker. Rival (.art
Opener, Broyhill Sofa. Rocker/Rechner. Rocker. oval coffee table. end tables, 2 table
lamps. console cabinet record player. Zenith console TV. Singer sewing machine in cabtwin bed. 4 drawer chest
HeesebeW Items: Hen and rooster candy dishes, glass covered cake stand, clothes iron.
wind machine fan. fondue cooker. hand coffee grinder. owning plates. bowls. cups. elet Inc hand mixer. cups. mugs, glasses. cooking pots, pans, wall clock. framed ',return
nature scene framed s lock. wood framed velvet Christ picture large framed sailing ships [
gala Or Laos
picture, luggage pieces. pieces etched mirror wall hangings, plastic chairs, mantle
clock. TV trays, metal tiling cabinet. ironing beard. upright vacuum cleaner. 2 small HOUSES for rent o
I hoteg teweln. bran metes
safe: 3, 4, or 5 bed
1-04.& Equaimeest:.foot step ladder. 6 foot step ladder
room. Call
MM. Bents: Many additional items available day of sale arm many to Intl
270-753-4109
Terms: Cash Day of Sale.
ri-spotisinti tor ecikei. Assimiernews My due tee preadease ore prised
370
ouirnol. For briorsudos Wow .11 117140-0.32 or 270-431.4227i
ommerelal Pros.
For Sale
or
RENTALS
rent
HOUSES for
J&L
sale: 3, 4, or 5 bedMINI-STORAGE 2297 State Route 94
room. Call
Now enting
Commercial
East.
A&F Warehousing
270-753-4109
I
Located at ;205
4th Si
property. 2.688 sq ft.
Near MSU $20-50
building. .620 acre lot
270-436-5496
753 7668
OLDER home, needs
Formerly Red Oaks
270-293-6906
some TLC, 8 mites
Bridles to Botches.
South
of Murray.
Also for sale clothing
References required
racks and shelves Call
sea leert1ffiedter 1114
(270)436-6041
Bill Barton 753-5856

A

C
T

0
N

I
C;
I

Units
ble
• ye
•ntrot L'

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
'Sale 8 clean
-We sell boxes'
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

me.

21 Lake Barkley
Waterfront & Waterview Lots
"Northshore Subdivision"
Seastlful Lake Lets • ettattly1111111 WINN
Across The Bay From Barkley Lodge
In uses Or .60 Acre To _165 Aare
Walt www.jerneercash.com Fee Petals

167 AXIC FtE.S.
In 10 Tracts & Combinations

great Recreational And Heating
Many Nice HomesItsall
Very Close To Lake Berkley
In Tracts From 2 Ayres To 38 Acres
Visit www.lanseerowees.com Fee Mane
Me Another* Will Ito Hold At 77to
DV.County Rocroatton Compton
From Cadiz Business District
"West End"Take Hwy 139 N 3.5 lineal
THURSDAY, JOKE 211ITN - 6:00 P.M.Ii
Buy Any individual Tract or Lot, Combination Of
Tracts Or Lots, Or The Entire Properties!
ill% Deere RIR Ilikellems Ilepselt 41_6.1
$3,000.00 Per Tract Or Let,liallame Jo

JAMES R. CASH
R

FANCY FARM KYTO-61-7466
IE 2 OKR1The Selling Machine" RC

MOVING SALE
998 Applewood Rd.
121S to Applewood. 1 mile on right
Fri & Sat • 7AM-?
kitchen table wileather chairs, bar stools.
leather recliner, upright freezer, gas grill
wooden picnic table, Dickens Village
computer, desks, water mattress, bedspreads, baby bed, toys, dishes

MOVING SALE
339 BAYSHORE DRIVE
Craftsman Riding lawn mower- 6 years old,
needs engine work (19.5 HP Twin Cylinder)
$125; Craftsman chipper/mulcher- 5HPruns great $125 0130; Coleman 15 foot
fiberglass canoe- good condition- $150.00;
60"x48" Chaise, cream colored lounge with
pillows, excellent condition- $100; Treadmill
1 yr old exc. condition TX 400 by
Sportcraft $150; 2500 w-120 volt generatorlike new $75- all OBO 436-5824

GARAGE SALE
2016 Carol Dr
Fri & Sat• Open 6AM
riding Snapper mower, air compressor,
tools, tilt trailer, deck table & chairs
w/umbrella, yard/garden decor, bird
houses, household items, boys clothes
0-18 mos., Little Tyke outdoor items,
toys, books, ladies size 14-plus, much
more. Don't miss it!!

6 FAMILY YARD SALE
641 North to 464 East - right for 1-1/2
miles. Entrance to Old Almo. Yellow
doublewide on right. 1519 Almo Rd.
Sat., June 17 7:30 - 3:00
riding lawn mower, weed dinette table, leaf, 4
chairs, couch, large metal & glass patio table,
4 cushion chairs, umbrella & stand, wood dry
sink, TV stand, car seat, bicycle, paper
shredder, 2 plastic patio tables, VCR, glassware, knick knacks, bells, a lot of toys. All
clothes 1/2 price, children's, ladies' small plus sizes, men's small-XLarge

turn loll onto II*, or pro,md 1 6 Mile, turn g
1.6 (enter St sivh tor Auction Signs

HATCHETT REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
C.K. Hatchett, Broker & Auctioneer
520 Wilkins Rd. Benton, Ky.42025(270) 527-2044
www.hatchettauction.com
DON'T MISS THIS GREAT AUCTION!!!

Storage Rentals

NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
Thursday. Anne 211, M fo00 PM.
Paarair Cade:„ eirawest armpit gr
From 1-24 Exit 65, Take Hwy 68 West Thru
The Business District Of Cadiz To Hwy 274,
Turn Right And Proceed Northwest 6 Mee
To -Parkview Shores Road" Than Lett And
Proceed 3/10 Mlle To CunnlnØnsan Lane,
Turn Left And Proceed On Southwest 1 Mlle
To Acreage Tracts
Northshoni Lots Are
North Of The Acreage Tracts.

'I
FIC

-lac INDOOR AUCTION

Laurene Hanna Eclair

refrigeraookup, central
.0 mo. 1 mo.
12 fro. lease.
. 753-2259.

,

mow w new-Jana oursIliasonicaasWs-41132.1130 WW1
Graves County. Watch for signs.
• Furniture • Antiques • Glassware • Collectibles
• Vintage Jewelry • Tools • Gold & Silver Coins
• 30 Pocket Knives • Miscellaneuii,
• Dining Room Suits with Table, 6 Chairs, China Cabinet and Serving Cart•
Saturday, June 17r" - Starting at 10:00 AM.
Fenton Hobnail Vase • Cobalt Blue Items•Old Lanterns• Dishes • Antique
ITEAUTIFUT. ANTIQUES-:COLLECTIBLES-GLASSWARE
Wrenches • Large Old Baby Cradle •Sewing Machines• Fenton Silvercast
Sae;the Persona Property of Dr. J.P. Lyles & Joyce Lyles of Calvert City, Ky.
Vase• Old Floor Scales•Wall Clocks• Flatirons•2 Dutch Ovens• Magazine
"Due to Ike Sell of their Hoist & Down Sizing to a Condo Everything Must G011!"
Racks • Bookcases • Organ • 5 HP Pony Rear Tine Tiller • Sofa Table •
AUCTION WILL BE HELD INDOORS AT PIE CALVERT CITY(IVIC CENTER ON S'" AVE
Graniteware • Old Pepsi Bottles • 20 pcs. Avon Cape Cod • Green
THE LYLES HAVE TRAVEI.ED AROUND THE WORLD & ARE SEI,I.ING
Depression Plates • Several Record Albums • Baskets• Wooden Barrel•2
THEIR LIFETIME COLLECTION OF VALUABLES & ANTIQUES
Piedmont Candy Co. Jars (Large) • Brass Lamps • Occasional Tables •
ALL BEAUTIFUL!
Corner Whatnot Shelves • Milk Bottles • Currier & Ives Dishes• Birdcage •
Coffee Table & End Tables • Samsung Computer • Jewelry Chest on Legs •
Antique China Cabinet•Aunt Jernimati Cookie Jar S'SaltShakerS-vMarble
Fern Stand • Duncan Phyla End Table • Canister Set • Kerosene Lamps Antique Trunks • Hickman County Bicentennial Plate • Old Printers Tray •
Wheel Chair • half beds • Whiskey Decanter • Bakers Rack • Quilt Rack •
File Cabinet • Lighted Large Oriental China Cabinet • Luggage • Oak
GLIMILEL: Butcher Block Style fable* 6 l bin 0 Nice Bar Stools: tire. King Flack Chair, to Oven
Chair w• throman.(Slam lop Coffee Table A 2 matching I nd fable.. Empire Susie I able. Very Nice Cherry
Entertainment Center • Pair Wagon Hub Smoking Stands with Brass
Secretary, Set French Neshng Tanks. Lion's Dead Seam lounge. Ant Piano Stools * Glom Ball Claw Fem.!
Rartniia- 6- LIOthes Ratk-• RugS OMPactios
=. -IITI(ety-Ptak-Werra TTITTN1 TOBP.-Ret CherP*M19111 tlIngt+freed strle,Mr-teatherfice Fab* MemI minting Couch, Cast Iron Organ Bench. Pr Matching I armed Wing ask Chairs. Hand Carved Occasional Tabl
Arrangements• Nordic Track•Yard Fountain•Orion TV •Old Antique Doors
Beautiful Marble A films lop Coffee Table, Qmen Anne Style Lowboy',(torgeou, I.g Carved Ii," F 001 Be
with Beveled Glass • Antique Pictures • Figurines • Cow Collection •Santa
l
Dmk. 2 Canterbury Maga,. Racks. Leather Wood Carved Claw Foot Hall Library Chair, Painted Ant
Claus Collection • Brass Items • CDs • Tool Chest • Old Smoking Stand •
11M• yrs a ash Stand. 2 P aim Suite consssss of King 4 Poster Fled. Dresser • M mot. Ched. Pr Bachelor C
Queen Anne Style //qhboy , On l
WrIttna Ws!,Pr Needlepoint II,.,,,. Ft,n1ed french I me Sear. Oen.
Aquarium • Small Cedar Boxes • Milk Cans

Personal Property Auction
Se in country.
mished, no
0728

Thursday, June 15, 2666 • 13

li
Col fielabel
l Prep.For Nutt

1

707 South 12th Street,
South Center. 1,200
sql., 710 sq.ft.
753-1252, 753-0606

AKC Golden Retrieve
puppies. Champion
line. $225. 436-5587

COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft.
C/G/H,
restrooms,
plenty of parking,
excellent location near
judicial building. 404 N.
4th St. complex.
759-3772.
OFFICE & Warehouse
1,350 sq. ft. of office
3,250 of warehouse, all
heated & cooled, 2
bathrooms, located at
200 Poplar St. $1,600
per month. 753-3404
OFFICE for rent. 1,100
sq. ft. Near Judicial
Bldg & court house.
Tracy D. McKinney
753-3500 or 293-0335

11201iliesollm

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858.
AKC registered
Labrador retriever puppies for sale
Champion bloodlines
For information call
270-753-2552 (daytime)
270-759-1180 (night)
270-227-3377 (cell)

YARD SALE
639 GEURIN RD
WATCH FOR SIGNS
THURS 6/15 FRIDAY 6/16
6:00AM-2:00 PM
Metal bed & bunk, love seat, chair,
chest of drawers, dresser without
mirror, end tables, dining table w/3
chairs, almost new bicycles,
assorted size leans, childrens
clothes, kitchen items, large
aquarium & accessories

ESTATE SALE
121 N TO
WALLACE DR.
2 MILES
FROM TOWN
THURS,
FRI & SAT
Bedroom suite,
medical
equipment &
more

Loading Dock or

YARD SALE

First Come
First Serve
Please

105 Barnett St..
Hazel
Thurs, Fri & Sat

No Phone Calls

7:00AM-3:00PM

Check us out
on the Web!
www.murrayledger.com

books, old movies
knack knacks
clothes, dishes
some antiques
much more

CHURCH WNW
YARD SALE
CORNER Of
15TH &
GLENDALE
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7-12
Clothes,
weed-eater, desk
toys, decor,
dishes, a little bit
of everything

MOVING
SALE
247
SALEM
CHAPEL RD
N., BENTON
SAT
7AM-?
MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
2739 St. Rt 94W
Fri• 7-4
Sat• 7-?
jet ski, furniture,
bicycles, baby
clothes, small boys'
clothing, all sizes of
adult clothing, baby
items, toys, lots of
odds & ends

YARD SALE
308 N.18th
THURS-FRI-SAT
7-5
Pictures, dishes,
lamps, bakeware,
books, videos, nice
children books/toys,
boys clothes- Size
8-16, ladies name
brand clothes.
shoes, purses,
scarves, lots more

YARD SALE
401 S. 11TH
FRI & SAT
7-?
Furniture, boys
and girls clothingall sizes, weight
bench,.Soya and
games. Something
for everyone.
Sleeper sofa $400
753-6975

YARD SALE
605 S. 12th
Next to
Save-A-Lot
June 16 & 17
8:00-4:00
tables, chairs,
couch, bookcase,
cookbooks,
novels, Christmas
cloths, fabric

MOVING
SALE
624 Broad St.
Friday
7:00 AM -?
furniture

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
701 S. 9th
Fri & Sat
7-?

YARD SALE
1503 Henry

St.
Tues. Wed,
Thurs, Fri, Sat

8AM-4PM daily
furniture, toys, collectibles, kitchen
items, crafts,
Christmas everything. ALL MUST
GO! Make an offer!

Free Pallets
Murray Ledger 8 Times

Soir

YARD SALE
8TH &
PAYNE
FRIDAY
8-3
Proceeds go
to mission trip
to Eganda
Africa

household items,
tools, clothes

5 PARTY
YARD SALE
807 N. 20th St.,
In back of house
Fri & Sat • 7-3

rain or shine
car seat, crib, outdoor furniture,
household items,
tools, boys' 37-5T
& women's
clothes, etc.

[
ESL*
FOR sale: 2BR duplex
n Northwood. $89,000.
293-1446
Haley Professional
APPNIIRIN
-for what Ws worth'
(270)759-4218

CLASSIFIEDS

14 • 11mi-sr:lay, June 15, 24100

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Reach over 1 million
readers with one call,
Contact the classified
this
of
department
newspaper Of call KPS
at 1-502-22:3-8821 for
more infomation about
placing a 25-word classified in 70 newspapers
or only $250
AUCTIONS
Auction•Absolute
Southern Hardwoods
Sawmill Operation and
35-acre site, June 28.
10am.
2006,
Launnburg, NC Check
vAVW ironhorseauction c
om for information and
photos or call Iron Horse
Auction Company, 800997-2248. NCAL#3936
BUILDINGS
•All Steel Building Sale'
Final Two Weeks'"
20x28 Now $4200
25x32 $5800 30x42
$9200 40x62 $14,900
Many models and sizes
Front end optional
1-800-668Pioneer
5422
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
4:or Sale Established
Bowling Green based
laundry and dry cleaning business with 3
Contact
iocations
Frank St Charles. Hunt
Business Brokerage call
270 202-5263
BUSINESS
SERVICES

•Driver- Be home every
Career weekend!
•Salee
1-2
Opportunity! We pro- timesiwk. Earn up to
vide qualified leads. $50,000 first
year!
complete product train- Regional Flatbed dollying and support $1650- enes. Class-A COL &
$2550 weekly income months tractor/ trailer
potential Prior sales experience
req'd
required
experience
Valley
Wabash
800-860-8275 x420
Inc.
Transportation,
800 - 2 4 6 - 6 30 5
•WANT TO BE A
xwny.wvtonl me corn
NEWSPAPER
REPORTER? But don't *Driver
Fantastic
have the training or opportunity, sign on
The bonus by the mile, Start
experience
Press up to 46cpm. Per diem
Kentucky
OualComm,
Association is offering a and
trucks, 6
one-week Journalism Assigned
Monday
experience
Camp.
Boot
months
July 10 through Fnday, required 800-441-4271
July 14 The camp will ext KY100
be at the Berry Hill
•Driver- Hiring Qualified
Mansion in Frankfort.
Drivers for OTR posiParticipants Will find
grade
Food
tions
affordable lodging at
tanker, no hazmat, no
nearby hotels or can
pumps, great benefits,
commute. $100 for one
competitive pay & new
week of lournalism
Need 2
to equipment
Go
training
years expenence Call
www.kypress,com and
Bynum Transport for
click on "One-Week
your opportunity today
Boot Camp Information"
800-741-7950
for details and a registration form. Or call 502- •Driver,
Owner
223-8821. The class will Operators
Regional
be limited to 15
freight from Louisville
Home often & weekINSTRUCTIONAL
ends Lease purchase
NOT forced dispatch
-Attend College Online
Call Max at T&T, 1-800from home 'Medical,
511-0082
'Business, 'Paralegal,
'Computers. 'Criminal
Regional
•DriverJustice Job placement
Flatbed Opportunities
assistance Computer
Home weekends 50%
provided Financial aid
drop-n-hook Top pay &
if qualified Call 866benefits Late model
858-2121
Pete s Call today. 877www OnlineTidewaterT
882-3838 CDL-A
ech com
MEDICAL

*Attention
Homeowners Display
Homes wanted for vinyl
eding. windows, roofs
kitchens Guaranteed
financing, No payments
oritil Fall 2006 Starting
it $99 month Call 1
800'251 0843
$195,
'Divorce
$195
incorporation
to
alternative
zour
expensive legal fees, 1
800 303-1170 or ricdpruservice aol com

'Absolutely no cost to
you!! All brand new
wheelchairs,
power
and
beds
hospital
Immediate
scooters
delivery Call Toll Free
1-888-998-4111 to qualify
•New Power wheelscooters
chairs.
Absolutely no cost to
you Call Toll F ree 1866-346-4046

EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
•`,.iwniills from only
795 Convert your
,rqs to valuable lumber
with your own Norwood
i.ortabie band sawmill
og sidOder3 also avail.
able www norwoodinFREE
dusfries com
information 1 800-578'363 ext 300-N
FINANCIAL
•)$$CASH$$ Immediate
ash for structured settlements annuities law
-,uit mortgage notes A.
JG
flows
ash
Wentworth Cl 1 800
,94 7510
FOR RENT
affordable rental
on
'lousing
www KyRents org' free
searching free listings,
the
by
Provided
Housing
onto(' ky
Equal
orporation
Opportunity
FOR SALE
•Or dtt tanning Beds
Ito', tire, t and save'
) Body units from $22
month' free Color
ataiog Cali Today' 1
8 4 2 1.505
AAA rip otstan onn

•Drivers- CDL-A w/1 yr
OTR needed Company
up to $ 50cpm 0/0's up
to $1 41imile Benefits
MORTGAGES/HOME
in 30 days assigned
LOANS
tractors w NO touch
*SIX more applicants freight 1-800-879-2486
100°., x286
for
needed
Government Guarantee
you averMortgages Purchases •Drivers Did
your
A. Refinances VA FHA. age $1 88 in
45 in your
RHS and Doublwides' Tractor or $1
EOL. www.kygovern- straight truck last ii•40400
In mentloans corn or 800- Our drivers did'
State Expedited 888710-1695 (Lexington)
320-5424
REAL ESTATE/REAL
*Drivers Make 47 CPM'
ESTATE FOR SALE
-'1.1p -to .45 CPM• _fuel
bonus 'Avg 2500 mi
'Tennessee Grand
per week 'Great startOpening' Swan Ridge
'Assigned
pay
ing
Lake Resort, a private,
freightliners •Full benegated community with
fits & 401k Call JB Hunt
both lake-view and
today' 1 -866-582-JOBS
mountain-view home
E0E- COLA
saes Lots starting at
$29.900 Call Today'
No
Experience
-No
1931)243-4871
Job"" No Problemm
www swanridgedevelTraining- „lob
COE
opment corn
placement $7404940
wk No money down
SPORTING/SPORTMeals
Lodging
ING GOODS
Transportation Hirmg in
Blossom,
*Cherry
your area today, 1-877Georgetown voted #1
554-3800
golf
access
public
most
Home
Course of 2004 2005 by *Want
weekends with more
Magazine
GolfVVeek
Section pay", Run Heartland s
KPGA
Regional,
host
Ohio
Championship
Memberships available $ 45,mile company dnv
operators,
502 570-9E549 or visit ens $1 22 for
OTR
12
months
our website www cher
Heartland
required
rybloSsomgulf Con,
1-800-441Express
TRUCK DRIVERS
4953 www heartlandex
WANTED
HELP
press corn

HELP WANTED
Job in
UnlimitOd
cl '
N, ()id calling
,ilk to ISOk 1st
'
W., pr('vide a full
'il expense
protei.tion
.140
sales

•

•Class A COL Drivers
Local
for
Needed
Regional PT FT Days.
Louisville r%
Nights
Georgetown Areas, 12yr
recent imp experienced;
8 6 6 2 70 2 6 6 5
www abdriver% corn
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All
that
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TWO story bnck apart
merit building with 5
two-BR units Excellent
income -producer
$125.000 See listing
#27720 at
www allthelistings corn
270-753-4109
270-227-1545

kWh

,i)E.erhse .505

• 1,..1110,

OWSPelPf.

el,
.

iirailabeD On an squai
c(kErturity basis

•Drivers Are you getting
the pay and Hometime
you deserve? Roehl
drivers are' Practical
Route Mileage pay' Up
sign-on
$3,000
to
Students
bonus
Class-A
Welcome
required EOE Call 7
days a week 877-7743
1
3
5
www GoRoehl com

KY DOCK ABLE
Lakefront 2 74 Ac
$79.900 Priced for
quick sale Call owner
270-350-6816
LAKE front properly on
Kentucky Lake Oak
Shores S D 1 2 antes
160. feet. waterfront
$38 000 Email
ihouston0123mail net

sale
for
LOT
Forest
Sherwood
$19 900 0130
762-9988

FATHER'S DAY
OPEN HOUSE
,..

REDUCED' 3 bed
room 2 bath 10 5
1 mile SW
acres
school heated shop.
horse barn equipment
shed S224.900
753-9212. 753-3992

2 000 sq ft 3 bedroom
2 bath brick home with
2 car attached and 2
car detached garage
located on 1 acre
wooded lot $175000
(270)752-0873
3-BR 2-Bath Ranch
home, close to town
nice subdivision
$134,900 Accepting
all offers 753-7445
ADJACENT to MSU
newly renovated 4BR,
2BA with 2,170 st
1658 College Terrace
$129.000 227-3396

Run a lx1 ad in our
Classified section
for only

For fill y our
I. alit!
11•11ludrlilig
call Danny Paschall
fit

1609 Sycamore Street
SUNDAY JUNE 111
12:30-3 PM
Call for directions 781-5700
Vicki Moore
Realty Services Direct,LC
707 So 12th Murray, KY

FOR SALE BY OWNER
3745 WISWELL ROAD

PRICE REDUCED • 767-9991
Saturday, June 17th • lpm-Spm
Murray Estates • 2210 Glenwood Dr.

Used Cars

1995 Maxima GLE 4black
door, white
leather interior, wood
grain trim, sunroof,
41,000 miles
753-4801
soo
Used Tiede
2002 F-250 SD 4x4
cab, loaded,
crew
leather 97.xxx miles
Cl 978-0745, H# 7531114
1977 Chevy 4x4 running engine needs
work $600 OIDO
759-4893 after 6pm
520

16 ft fiberglass fishing
boat 75 hp motor &
trailer 293-8867
2 hydro hoist let ski
lifts $400 each or $700
both 436-6248
293-1934
1999 Bass Tracker
PT 165 40HP live well,
loaded 55 000
759-8481 227-2356

•

LAM
LAWN SIRVIL
Slowing Mull,long
lands,aping

Sat

Icon KteAr•nterti
Iltscourtl.
(

75.3-1816
227-0611
227-4994 Ace Mowing
Lots of other services
AFFORD293-4954
ABLE carpentry and
restoration No lob too
Collins
small
Contractil

It's that time of year, and
everybody wants to get
out of the house. But
before you go, just make
a simple phone call and
ask for "Vacation Pak."
That way you won't
miss a single thing.

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
-since 1971'
'Carpets *Upholstery
'Emergency Water
Removal 'Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
"Got NV'
753-5827

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete
removal, trimming, etc
Also Tractor work.
tearing down buildings
hauling, gutter cleaning. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging floors, termite
& water damage. Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs.
roofing.
additions,
decks, floor repair
coverings. siding
"FREE ESTIMATES••
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobertson wk net
S1515111°ss's
%Mit'Si it)
II %NM

NI %.• •%111Ik

I. HI I

I '0151511 •

•I

767-0958

2711-519-X570
CAfi-irs
Waltpapenng Pain/rug.
and Cleaning
270-978-0569
Storm
CONCRETE
Shelters Underground
and hillside
270-978-0404
CUSTOM tractor work
garden tilling blade
bushhogging
work
Carroll
L
Gerald
Owner 492-6159 2930163
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
293-5438

'

FREE to good home
registered Labs - black
female and white male
270-436-2559

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
limmy Ledger &
Times

270453-1916

Check us
out ori the
Web!

I*
Worlefs Point & SondbladinL

4.200
BEAUTIFUL
sq ft new home built
on bluff over creek in
Kirksey $148 000 Call
Don 767-0958
519-8570

436.5141 A-AFFORDII
ABLE Hauling Clean
CONNERCLAL, INDUSTRIAL A RESIDENTIAL ,
out garages. gutters,
1•Pressure Washing • Removing Mildew i
punk & tree work
• Hang & finish Drywall
.
• Textured Ceilings
492-11001 ROOF
• Remodang Interior & Exterior
REPAIRS, New
ho ico TO Smart or L arge
Roofs all types 29

BY owner $165.000.
38R. 38A. all ualities,
2.900 sq ft . 12 We&
adioined with Miller
Golf Course 436-2486

years experience Call
Carters
Joe's MOWIlif Repair
Free peckupidativiery
436-2867

Immo, ono hong, 0

h11,114,• .1 A(•

"Vacation Pak"
when you return.

1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY

KLS,0% I. I Host tGI.t
BLACK sTIILULiiiFUNGUSI
ROM 1011 5001r
I270437-499s .970-10192

-''
'
••••efia. -A41•61.•••••tt-t"-

We'll deliver your

OT
EDGER& IMES

WILL do painting
ext or int
Experienced Call 761
3649 978-1959

45 HARP WOR1E

to the editor, the
obituaries and editorials.

°MURK%)

Cleaning
THE
Company
commercial
Weekly
-ffranmg Reasonabletmliable, & professional
insured and bonded
w'references 5 years
Julie
experience
Painter (270)705-5516

1170-492-111794
4.11hoO
Inglit0

catch up on Garfield,
your city council, letters

"Vacation Pak."

"Clean Your Windows
inside & out"
*Pressure Washing
'Deck Restoration
*Painting
Res
293-5830

When you come back,

Call 270-753-1916
Circulation Department
and ask for

REFLECTIONS
Window Cleaning

2003 Saturn Ion 2. 2
door. caupa... 5-.speed..
manual. 62K miles
condam
excellent
beautiful sports ca.
$8,500 767-0707
2000 Mercury Cougar
light blue, 501t miles,
condition
excellent
$7.500 (2701293-2678

(270) 753-1916

Don't Stop Your
Paper, We'll
Save it For You

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
*Interior A. Exterior
'Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
753-8858

460
Homes For kis

490

Call Classified
Advertising at

Going on
Vacation?

GARDEN OF EDEN
LAWN CARE
MOWING & TRIMMING,
LEAF REMOVAL,
HEDGES TRIMMED,
GUTTER CLEANING
489-2689

OPEN HOUSE

NORTH of Murray in
Estates.
Candlelite
recently
3BA
4BR
walk-in
remodeled,
closets, new appliances, 3 car heated
attached garage, large
deck, pool, paved
driveway and attractive
landscaping. 759-9848

This space
could be yours
for $75
per month!

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839

Call 873-4354 or 978-1324

NICE brick 3 bedroom
2 bath Built in 2001
510 Stonendge Ln.
293-4926 or 759-5496

$75.00 per month
(Includes shopper)

ELECTRICIAN
New Const./RemodeU
or trouble LIC and ins.
w/ 30 yrs. exp. Call
753-7091

Space and comfort with room for all, 5 bedroom. 3 1/2 baths, formal and informal dining, formal living room, large recreation
room, faintly room with fireplace. SUIVOOM
with ceramic tile, cozy sewing room or home
office, large screened back porch, huge
garage, all newly renovated. All this and
more than four acres just 5 minutes from
town.

GREAT house, grea
Murray neighborhood,
great value $142.000
759-2416

492-65INI.

Cleaning
DAVID'S
Services
in
Specialize
'We
Cleaning'
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing
'Mobile Homes
•Bnck
•All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning
Available
-We Use Hot Water
*Parking Lots &
Driveways
David Borders
(270)527-7176

Great family home with 4 bedrooms and
3 lull baths, family room and more

1.11101set

dem For Sae

Murray Ledger &
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BIRTHDAY for
HAPPY
Friday, June 16, 2006:
Tread with care this year, as you
often walk through the field of
IlakTOtlierscoutdbc diffienif
and controlling, and no matter
what you do or when you .do it.
you cannot tame people or situations. Claim your power. knowing that you really cannot impact
others. You will he happier once
you accept this as fact. If you are
single, a relationship will knock
on your door late 2006 or 2(X)7.
It you are attached, you will
need to step hack in order to give
,,,our sweetie space. This person
might not he the easiest. He or
she needs to see the end results
of his or her ideas, individually.
one by one. PISCES can trigger
you.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day. You'll Have: 5-Dynamic.
4-Positive. 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
** Know when to cash in your
chips You will be much happier if
you don't get involved A fnend
could be difficult Manifesting
what you want could be close to
impossible Know when to give
up. and you will be better off for
the experience Tonight Ouit
while you are ahead
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** The best intentions can
get you tripped up and headed in
another direction You discover
what makes you tick and what is
important to you A partnership
might appear to be on the rocks
Wait before you decide ills over
tonight Find your friends
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Others look to you for
,iirection You could be flabbergasted at what goes down You
might want to cocoon, but you
cannot You might think that
many people around you are actmg up You aren't far from wrong
Tonight Do only what you must
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You might have a strong
sense of what you want to
accomplish But the facts don t
follow your intellect You find a
schism in your physical reality
and your mind's desire Detach
and you will be OK Tonight
Early to bed, with some good
reading
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
** A nsk could cause a bigger
problem within a relationship
than you are willing to deal with
Be willing to walk a different path
and say no to what might seem
like a sure bet or a tun adventure. Tonight Play it smart

bylacquelineBigar
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
** Trouble will start before you
know it if you insist on having
your way. If you allow someone
--also..to...have tchts yaw he,ran...
see the end results. The good
news is, you don't need to
squabble over an issue if you let
go. Tonight. The only answer is
yes.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
** Don't allow a squabble or
bad mood to interfere with what
you must do After you accomplish what you must, if you want
to get into a tizzy, do lust that.
Understand your limits and, at
the same time, work with a situation. Tonight. Easy does it
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
** A money matter could
become a problem if you aren't
careful. Think positively about
wriat needs to happen with a
child or a loved one Risking
would be ill-advised. Stay on the
conservative path if you can.
Tonight: Use your imagination.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
** Do you think you are in a
pressure cooker? You might be
the one who forced the situation
to this point You might be more
controlling and/or difficult than
you realize If you chill out, so will
others Promise Tonight. Easy
does it
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
** Know when to hit the delete
button, especially regarding
plans, events or your recall of
what might be going down right
now Ultimately, being a little forgetful might be the best solution
to what is happening Tonight:
Relax
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** The push and pull that
occurs between you and someone else could overwhelm you
You are a livewire, though clearly you have little control over others Pressure builds as you feel
everyone tells it like it is Tonight:
Focus on one new person at a
time
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
** You might want to dance to
anothers tune in order to keep
the peace Unfortunately, this
tactic won't work, as others might
be too controlling or impossible
to please You could learn the
hard way. Tonight In the limelight

BORN TODAY
Rapper Tupac Shakur (1971),
actress Laune Metcalf (1955).
author Joyce Carol Oates (1938)
*"
Jacqueline Blgar Is on the
Internet at http://www.)sequelinebigar.com.
(C) 2006 by King Features

Syndicate Inc.
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10 years ago
Published is a picture of Floyd
McKenzie digging a trench
around a flower bed in his yard
on Jones Sparkman Road in an
effort to help tree roots from
invading his rhodendrons. The
photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Corey and Crystal Reed are
pictured looking at Tank, an
Australian Shepherd dog, at a
meeting of the German Shepherd Dog Club held at the Calloway County Public Library,
Mr. and Mrs. Rueben H. Chrisman are today celebrating their
50th wedding anniversary.
20 years ago
Army Pfc. Loyd E. &alder
Jr.. son of Gloria and Loyd Buhler of Almo, has graduated as
a reconnaissance scout at the
United States Army Armor
School. Fort Knox.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack White
were married for 50 years May
31.
Births reported include a girl
to Julie and Robert Leach and
a boy to Christine and Mike
Watson, June 11; a girl to Angela
and John Painter, a boy to Nancy
and Raymond O'Daniel and a
boy to Wanda and David
McDaniel, June 12.
30 years ago
The Murray Rotary Club presented copies of the book, "The
World of Rotary" to the seven
school libraries in Murray and
Calloway County.
Recent births reported include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
William Caldwell, April 20, and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Rob
Poole. May 27.
Published is a picture of

Robert Dial of Rt. 1, Kirksey,
with a monster biuegill he caught
while fishing at the Watershed_
Murray Amencan Legion
Baseball Team won two games
over Jackson, Tenn. Pitchers for
Murray were Thurmond and
Graves.
40 years ago
Forty-six M010113iS were fined
for not having their city auto
stickers in the Court ofCity Judge
William H. (Jake) Dunn.
Henry Holton, president of
Murray-Calloawy County Industrial Foundation, urges all stockholders of the organization to
attend the annual meeting on June
16 at the Murray City Hall
Rev. Henry McKenzie, pastor of College Presbyterian
Church, spoke about "Strangers
No More" at a meeting of the
Woman's Society of Christian
Service of First United Methodist
Church.
50 years ago
Published is a picture of the
North Squad for the eighth NorthSouth basketball classic to be
played June 16 at the Murray
State College gymnasium.
Staff Sgt. Billy Joe Fulton,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Fulton, has completed his four
years of service with the Army
Air Force. He served in England and Germany. A graduate
of Kirksey High School. he will
now attend Murray State College.
Kuhn's 10 and 25 Cent Store,
located on the west side of Murray courtsquare, is holding a
formal opening today following
extensive remodeling for the past
several weeks.

Foreign insults might fall
on familiar ears
DEAR ABBY: I just read
the letter from "Edith in Sweden," regarding the American
woman who was talking loudly in a restaurant there, thinking no one could understand
what she was saying. You commented that Americans need
to
understand
that
many people
in
other
countries
can understand English. 1 have
had
the
opposite
Dear Abby experience.
Foreigners
need
to
By Abigail
understand
Van Buren
that sometimes Americans can understand them, too.
My daughter was assigned
to NATO security, and while
I was visiting her in Italy, the
two of us went shopping in a
town near Naples. The owner
of a pottery shop was talking
to a friend as we browsed.
My daughter translated the conversation for me, in a whisper. "She's saying she can't
stand the Americans and the
Brits, and wishes they would
leave." The woman then
approached us, all smiles, and
asked if she could show us
something. My blue-eyed, redhaired daughter replied in fluent Italian, "Thank you, but
there's nothing in this shop
that we could poslibly be interested in," and we left. -- AMERICAN MOM, NAPERVILLE,

TodaidnIllstory
By 'The Associates! Press
Today is Thursday, June IS,
the 166th day of 2006. There are
199 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June IS. 1215, England's
King John put his seal to Magna
Carta ("the Great Charter") at
Runnymede.
On this date:
In 1520, Pope Leo X threatened to excommunicate Martin
Luther if he did not recant his
religious beliefs.
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In 1775, the Second Continental Congress voted unanimously
to appoint George Washington head
of the Continental Army.
In 1844, Charles Goodyear
received a patent for his process
to strengthen rubber.
•
In 1849, James Polk, the 1 I th
president of the United States,
died in Nashville, Tenn.
In 1864, Secretary of War Edwirr
M. Stanton signed an order establishing a military burial ground,
which became Arlington National

Cemetery.
In 1904, more than a thousand
people died when fire erupted
aboard the 'steamboat General
Slocum in New York's East River.
In 1944, American forces began
their successful invasion of Saipan
during World War II. Meanwhile,
B-29 Superfortresses made their
first raids on Japan.
In 1978, King Hussein of Jordan married 26-year-old American Lisa -Halaby, who became
Queen Noor.
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ILL.
DEAR
AMERICAN
MOM: I don't blame you for
leaving -- I couldn't have gotten out of there fast enough,
either. The reactions from readers about that letter are amusing and fascinating. Putting a
foot in one's mouth appears
to be a universal trait. Read
on:
DEAR ABBY: My son, an
18-year-old college football
player of Italian/Irish heritage,
was sitting in an airport in
Austin. Texas, during a layover. A family from Japan was
sitting next to him, complaining about their flight and their
food, and finally, that someone nearby smelled bad. My
son turned to them and, in
perfect Japanese, said, "Yes,
something does smell funny.'
lie said they looked at him
in shock, got up and literally
ran away. He said the same
thing your writer did: People
shouldn't automatically assume
others don't speak their language, even those visiting our
country.
DORIS
-IN
KAILUA, HAWAII
DEAR ABBY: That letter
reminded me of an incident
in Munich. We were invited
to dinner at a nice restaurant
by a German friend. Our host,
as is customary there, brought
along his miniature poodle. As
we passed one table, an American woman said loudly to her
companions, "I wonder why
the Germans always bring their
pets to a restaurant?" I leaned
over and said, "Probably
because they have better manners than some of the people." She was speechless. -RALPH IN SANTA BARBARA
DEAR ABBY: My mother
is from Germany, and I speak
German. I vacationed there with
my husband, two children, my
mother and my in-laws. On
the way home, my father-inlaw and I went to the flight
desk to check in. The woman
behind the counter told us our
plane had left two hours before!
Then, in German, she said to
her co-workers that we were
stupid Americans, and she'd
make us stay another night
and take a flight the next day.
I replied in German that we
were not stupid, and we'd take
a flight that day. Her jaw
_dropped, itocl_ her boss came
over and ran with us to the
next flight. -- CAROL IN
PORTLAND, ORE.
DEAR ABBY: Our local
paper ran the letter about foreign languages from a woman
in Sweden, and your reply,
which alluded to "bi-" and
"trilingual" people.
If people speak many languages, they are multi-lingual.
Three, of course, is trilingual.
Two is bilingual. But what
Would you call a person who
speaks only one language?
American! -- DAVE IN ST.
JOSEPH, MICH.
DEAR DAVE: Not necessarily!

Sleep disorder could
be caused by anxiety
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
two questions for you.
1. I am 80 years old, an
old registered nurse and aware
of older persons with sleep
problems that indicate mild anxiety and/or depression. And
many have
insignificant
medical
complaints.
What is your
advice for
them?
Example:
They go to
sleep at the
Dr. Gott regular time
and wake up
two or three
By
Dr. Peter Gott hours later
and
are
unable to get back to sleep
until it is time to get up in
the morning. If I suggest they
are mildly anxious or depressed,
they are offended! How would
you handle this common problem?
2. Am I weird or just practical? I am planning on getting a tattoo on my chest staling "DO NOT RESUSCITATE!" In my mind, this is
the most immediate "advanced
directive" one needs. Granted,
they might start resuscitating
me, etc., as the law orders,
but at least my desires are in
plain sight for all to see. As
you know, most living wills
cannot be located when needed.
I feel young people should
get this tattoo rather than a
decorative one. Case in point
— Terri Schiavo of Florida.
What's your input on this?
DEAR READER: There's
no such thing as an "old registered nurse." You'll never

lose your skills or take back
what you have given. Now, to
your issues.
Many people have no problem getting to sleep but have
a devil of a time falling asleep
if they awaken during the night.
Depression, anxiety, problemsolving, and aches and pains
are well-documented causes for
this. I would conclude that, in
your experience, insomnia has
many causes, including depression.
I couldn't agree more with
your position that DNR status
must be loud and clear. As I
get older. I become less confident of being able to ward
off serious ailments, some of
which could be fatal, without
appropriate legal documentation of my wishes.
Although tattoos may not
be the answer to the problem
of DNR, those of us who don't
choose this alternative can certainly make our feelings known.
DEAR DR. GO1T: I really enjoy eating oysters. Fifteen years ago, I was diagnosed with hepatitis A. If I
eat oysters again, is it possible that I am more susceptible to becoming ill again, or
have I developed an immunity to the virus? Will eating
partially cooked oysters(baked,
grilled or broiled) reduce the
risk of contracting hepatitis A?
DEAR READER: Shellfish
can carry the hepatitis A virus.
Repeated exposure to such
sources will not lead to immunity to hepatitis, nor will light
cooking of the seafood. I suggest that you consider receiving a hepatitis vaccine, which
will provide you with immunity.

ContractBridge
East dealer.
"When it's all over, my partner
North-South vulnerable.
starts hollering at me and says that
NORTH
since East's pre-empt marked him
4,1 10 7 5 4
with all the missing clubs, I could
•Q 8
have made the slam by cashing my
•AKJ
second heart, crossing to dummy
*A 7 6
with a spade and leading a low club
WEST
EAST
toward my jack. East wins with the
41 6
queen, but has to return a diamond or •
492
1,10 76 5 4 3 2 /*/9
a club, either of which hands me the
•108643
*Q52
contract.
41KQ109852
"Not only that, but both oppoSOUTH
nents now chime in, saying that
OAKQ983
stripping the hearts and spades I also
II AK
can play the A-K-3 of diamonds,
•9 7
ruffing East's queen. Then a spade to
-404-4-3
-. dummy-and a low club return again
The bidding:
cooks East's goose."
East
South West
North
The man looked up. "It's always
4+
3•
Pass
6*
so obvious after it's over," he said
Opening lead • five of hearts.
sadly. "Anything you can do to help
The mae on the couch was very me, l)oc?"
agitated and distraught.
"I must confess 1 can't remember
"Doe, you've simply got to help seeing a hand so badly mangled,"
me," he said. "I just don't understand said the psychiatrist, "but the soluwhy these things always happen to
tion is really quite simple. You must
train yourself to review all the pertiThe man showed the psychiatrist nent facts and then formulate a plan
the diagram."Look at this," he cried, before starting to play. Never act
frantically wringing his hands."lend impulsively. Careful reasoning and
up in six spades after Fast opens cautious self-restraint are the
three clubs, and West leads a heart. I bywords."
win, cash the ace of trumps, and
"Gee, thanks, Dec. maybe that'll
then, since I have two club losers, I
do it. You don't know how much
try a diamond finesse. East wins with these mistakes have been costing
the queen and returns the king of me," said the man.
clubs. Later on I lose a club trick and
"Wait till you see my bill,"
go down one.
replied the psychiatrist.
Tomorrow: Test your play.
•
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LUCY, YOU'RE
WORST PLAYER IN
THE HISTORY OF
THE GAME!

YOU CAN'T PROVE
THAT' YOU 5HOULI7
NEVER MY 11111465
THAT YOU CAN'T
PROVE!

IN ALL PROBABILITY
YOU ARE ThE WORST (
AC:PIT\
PLAYER IN THE
HISTORY OF THE GAME!
Yt.
2
..f.•;;

41,

1 Had done laps
5 Spock's captain
9 Singer - Grant
12 Cornbread
13 Cyrus realm,
today
14 Ginnie or
Fannie
15 Jed master
16 Verne skipper
17 NOW cause
18 Remind
too often
20 Hoisting
machine
22 Put up alfalfa
25 Gambling town
27 Say decidedly
28 Yacht's pronoun
29 Takes a snooze
33 Whacked
34 Diamond 35 Not I
36 Beg continent
38 Add- - (extras)
39 Bummed out

40 Sci-fi award
42 Motor parts
43 Mountain top
46 Flower droplet
47 Weather
system
48 Decorated
bnware
51 - monster
55 Chowed down
58 Name in essays
57 Queen beaters
58 Part of mpg
59 Shipwreck
CLAW

60 Trace of smoke
DOWN
1 CIA employee
2 Court

Answer to Previous Puzzle
KIN
OFT
MOM SOAUDISH
OELOGHEI LO
MOI
REMIUS
USOOT
BUS TO
MOO@ AMEI DEMI
BIRET
MI L DID
MONT ECI URN
BONO @MUM

wog MAMA
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Wolfgang
4 More penny
pinching
5 Elvis' title
6 Anger
7 CoNcie
8 Recognized

9 Famous last
word
10 Painter Chapel)
11 Rope opposite
19 Teaser

Local 1Vtail
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21 Physics topic
22 Merry sound
(hYPh.)
23 Hertz rival
24 Hairy
humanoid
25 Animal with
one horn
26 Underwater
shockers
28 Work
iro
30 ttrhce
Y toe
31 Preside Si tea
32 Grand totals
37 FMOPY sighs
39 Trinket
41 Sheer
42 Appliance
giant
43 Peal of thunder
44 Learning
method
45 Water pitcher
46 Like
Beethoven
49 Pamplona yell
50 Twist the truth
52 Here, in Le
Havre
53 "- Gins'
54 Cobra cousin
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qt's Downtown Time!
In a continuing effort to preserve the history of Downtown
Murray, Murray Main Street
asks local residents to submit
stories and memories concerning the town. The resulting
submissions chronicle Murray
through a vividly personal
series of portraits that warmly
animate our small town history.
The following excerpts are
from recollections of Georgia
Carole Speight Douglas, a
retired teacher, poet and returning resident of Murray. She has
cry generously provided
Murray Main Street with the
following reminiscences, richly
mapping fic.!r memories of
downtown Murray:
'Memories from the very
early portion of my life are
filled WIth two seemingly
enchanted places of Murray •
the house where nit y brother
Jerry and I grew to become
adults. just blocks from that
.tridLainpus area, and downit n .11,nind the square. ()Ur
'MAC!, Violet Dunn Speight,
.dwa.s told the story of her first
icslatitant and how she was
making hamburger patties when
Iris ii pains Int and she walked
io.s the street to the old cliiiliiiildrirg where I was horn.
lir(',Hush! Jones dclii ered
and in due time mother arid
Lutld hi tight Ille honle to their
.t11.111111e111 Illst oil the square on
oitli I dill Sticer..Fhey placed
ne III .1 dresser diawer, as they.
11,1(1 lit h,issinet aid 110 111011C)
lie ROMe then marriage
'Ill mother it as une ii the first

some to kiss while parked on
the square. Having a strict dad.
I could never find the nerve to
engage in the court square kissing game. Only when I became
engaged, did my fiance decide
we must try it for fun and he
laughed at the hope that someone might see us and tell my
parents. My parents knew every
owner and employee in each
business around the square and
I often visited with all of them
while shopping with mother.
"I have a vivid memory of
being four or five and daddy
holding me on his shoulders to
see the Santa who visited the
courthouse yard, complete with
sleigh. Many years later my
father would become the town
Santa Claus who sat in the little
house joyfully waiting to hold
little children upon his lap.
"Memories can and do play
tricks upon the mind. These are
my bright, warm, colorful
memories of the Murray town
square."
Many thanks to Georgia for
this beautiful glimpse into our
town's past. If you have a similar story or photographs you
would like to include, feel free

to contact Deana Wright, Main
Street Manager, at(270)7599474 or visit our website at
www.murrayrnatostreet.org.
Be sure to stop by Murray's
Court Square on June 17th
when Murray Main Street presents 'Cruzin' on the Square', an
open car show displaying
antique vehicles, as well as new
and *show' cars. Registration
cost $5.00 and will be accepted
from 8:00am-10:30am that
morning. Judging will end at
noon and awards will be presented at I:00pm, including
"Peoples Choice" awards, tat
and 2nd place trophies, a
"Children's Choice" award trophy and door prizes for participants throughout the day.
There will be food, fun and
music for the whole family!
For a registration form or more
information, please contact
Christi Spann at(270) 7537724 or e-mail at pmr@murray-ky.net. You can also contact Murray Main Street at
(270) 759-9474 with any questions you might have. ,
Don't forget the Freedom
Fest Street Fair, June 30 and
July I on the Court Square!
Events will include a Classic
Rock Double Q94.7 "Red,
White and Blue" Block Party,
"Squealin* on the Square" BBQ
contest and Saturday Music
Extravaganza. Murray Main
Street will also be hosting a
'Kids' Zone" during the celebration, as well as the weekly
Saturday Market on July I. For
more information, please contact Murray Main Street at
(270) 759-9474.
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